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Editor’s Note 

Our initial efforts to name this magazine, one that is a product of the students of     

various universities across the world, while often amusing did not really get us    

anywhere. It was only after the submissions and deliberations that we kept coming 

back to the question of what it means to write.  

The simplicity of the title - "syahi" - invokes not only the process of writing but al-

so reminds us of the privilege of it. In a time of deliberate shrinking of student 

spaces and voices, our own discussions about what we want from the magazine 

and where we want it to go were tied back to conversations being held outside the 

walls of our universities. It may be arrogant to presume that the magazine is a 

space for free speech, given that the submissions we received were largely from 

elite universities. However, the breadth of subjects our contributors wrote on; from 

the politics of publishing Dalit women's memoirs to the complexities of personal 

laws in India, reflects back to the necessity of "ink" in carving out an area for     

students, by students. 

 

Going forward, we hope to expand the purview of the magazine thematically and                  

linguistically, finally coming to terms with our initial question of what it means to 

write, what to write and who gets to write.  
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“A system that forces people not to be honest is the wrong system”, said Hanns Ulrich Jahn, 

my gracious German host this past winter, in 2016. He was pointedly referring to the erstwhile 

GDR and its notorious organ of State Security (Stasi), both of which were a blot on the already 

besmirched post-war history of Germany, in his eyes. Jahn, a West German himself, had       

relatives trapped in the East at the time, those he visited with remorseful infrequency, if at all. 

His despairing candor, disapproval and disparagement of the East during our conversation, led 

me to conclude that he had chosen to be on the right side of history, seeking comfort in the fact 

that the West had won over the East at the time of unification in 1989. His triumphalist history 

knew the ‘truth’ about the GDR, as much as I knew the ‘truth’ about the GDR; for documented 

history is penned by the victor and borne by the vanquished. 

That which is documented thus encloses within itself a contest between dominant and 

subordinate narratives of the ‘truth’, and the power this knowledge wields. Therefore, the     

purpose of this paper is to highlight the fluctuating power dynamic between State actors and 

non-State actors in Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck’s The Lives of Others (2006), set in the 

GDR, specifically through the production, exchange and withholding of documents. These acts 

both impel and impede the narrative at different junctures, by dissociating the ‘truth’ of a given 

event from the exercise of power. Consequently, the characters in the film produce documents 

that, by their seemingly non-partisan ambiguity, subvert the exercise of hierarchical power. 

Throughout my argument, I use the word ‘documents’ to refer to the different forms of written 

media (books, manuscripts, registers and reports), used by various characters during the film.  

 

Art, Identification and Allegiance 

A series of discontinuous edits between the narrative past and present, introduce Captain 

Gerd Wiesler (Ulrich Muhe) of the Stasi to us, whilst he is conducting a rather drab lecture on 

interrogation techniques at the Stasi Academy. Wiesler has taped an audio recording of his    

interrogation of ‘Prisoner 227’, as a fitting example of extracting information from resolute 

suspects. The interrogation plays out before us visually, as it transpired in the past, as Wiesler 

and his associates shrewdly eke out a confession through psychological torture. The              

uncomfortable aural exposition of the interrogation in the narrative present, elicits a timid cry 

of dissent from a certain student named Benedikt Lehmann (Ludwig Blochberger), seated     

upfront. Almost immediately, a discreet shot reveals Wiesler inscribing a cross on the seating 
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arrangement plan against Lehmann’s name, presumably to dispose of any voice of demurral 

from the classroom. Thus, barely three minutes into the film, von Donnersmarck composes a 

potent nexus of man and document, one that enables Wiesler to constantly eliminate the 

“enemies of socialism”. Wiesler’s recordings and discreet markings invariably constitute the 

power he wields over unassuming suspects, wherein simply documenting his inferences of    

observed behaviour and speech, confers upon him the power to change lives, for better or 

worse. This latent potential in Wiesler’s documents is proof of the dual power they wield. In 

other words, the act of truthfully documenting observations for the Stasi, enables Wiesler to 

not only manipulate information, but also human lives in commensurate measure, as I will 

soon argue. 

Shortly after the last sequence, Wiesler is seen attending a play of the popular GDR    

playwright, Georg Dreyman (Sebastian Koch), accompanied by his colleague, Lt. Col. Anton 

Grubitz (Ulrich Tukur). A group of subtle, yet incrementally arranged point-of-view shots     

depict Wiesler closely inspecting Dreyman and his actress-girlfriend, Christa-Maria Sieland 

(Christina Gedeck), leading him to decidedly confirm that the former is classifiable as an 

“arrogant type” who deserves to be monitored. Wiesler and Grubitz initiate ‘Operation 

Lazlo’ (Lazlo being Dreyman’s codename) sanctioned by Minister Bruno Hempf (Thomas 

Thieme), and have Dreyman and Sieland’s home knitted with inconspicuous microphones    

behind the walls, whilst Wiesler occupies a seat behind ominous paraphernalia in the attic,   

meticulously observing their activities. His unprovoked need to pry on them is symptomatic of 

the “paranoia of a communist police state” attempting to “control people’s minds” (Jedlitschka 

81), but belies his psychological tendency to erratically direct his suspicions, even whilst he 

appears to be resolutely committed to fulfilling his duties on the outside.   

Indeed, von Donnersmarck and cinematographer Hagen Bogdanksi masterfully construct 

Wiesler’s impenetrable ideological fortress, wholly committed to the ideals of a Socialist State. 

He bears a parched reservoir of expressions for a face, as he conducts his mechanical             

operations of espionage for the “most perfected surveillance State of all time” (Funder 57). He 

is a man who believes that “socialism must begin somewhere”, and so it is shown to begin in 

the austere frugality of his home, cinematically emphasized in a single fisheye lens panning 

shot, juxtaposing the spaciousness of his apartment with the sparseness of unostentatious furni-

ture, to highlight his marooned existence. His emotional landscape is mirrored in the physical     
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desolation of the GDR, which is a mélange of “de-saturated browns, grays and greens” (Carson 

15); a world frozen in its own time, so much so that characters never seem to change their    

attires. Character and space are thus conflated to exteriorize the oppressive power of an       

ideological apparatus that infiltrates the pristine sanctity of homes with little regard for the 

lives it chooses to disrupt. 

Wiesler’s task is straightforward - to observe and report Dreyman’s activities. The extent 

of his power, in and of itself, exists in his ability to inscribe Dreyman and Christa-Maria’s life 

on paper, in the hope of discovering incriminating evidence. This is made evident by the fact 

that Grubitz has one of his log entries effaced from his report, simply because Wiesler had  

documented Christa-Maria exiting Hempf’s car, which on paper was proof of the Minister’s 

lascivious interest in this operation. Moreover, Grubitz’s next injunction to Wiesler is to have 

“nothing written from now on, just oral”, even as the former pointedly threatens a junior with a 

truncated career trajectory for cracking an innocuous joke about Honecker, the notoriously   

infamous leader of the GDR. We are led to infer that such a hierarchically coded apparatus       

inevitably derives dissension in all actions, even if they are dutifully recorded as observations 

on paper, much less in the garb of anodyne humour.  

Already, Wiesler is led to doubt the strength of his allegiance to the State and its          

functionaries, but he persists in liturgically recording the activities in Dreyman’s flat, one of 

them being the latter’s birthday celebration. During the course of the party, Dreyman’s      

black-listed director-friend, Albert Jerska (Volkmar Kleinert), is shown to be reading a book 

containing the works of Brecht, with the addition of gifting Dreyman sheet music of a piece 

titled, Sonate vom Guten Menschen, or ‘Sonata for A Good Man’. Soon after this sequence, 

Jerska commits suicide and Dryeman takes it upon himself to write an article exposing the   

suppressed suicide statistics of the GDR as an act of political agitation, unknowingly shielded 

by Wiesler every step of the way. Jerska is relegated as a memory on a Stasi file titled 

‘Operation Engerling’, condemned to the irony of a process that “keeps my [his] ideas alive”, 

not in art, but as one in many reports of “a people’s history with neither conscience nor 

soul” (Andrews 31). 

Many, such as Stein, have taken both Brecht’s works as well as the sheet music, to be    

testaments to the “transformative power of art and literature” (567), evidenced in Wiesler’s   

imminent proselytization, from a heartless villain to an empathetic hero, through his exposure 
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to them. Whilst partially pointing to a necessary thematic clue in his transformation, such    

criticism has often overlooked and ignored the crucial dimension of the process of             

identification Wiesler is subject to (Diamond 816), as the aural recipient of the lives of artists, 

as well his acts of subversion through the reports he begins to fabricate. He is painfully aware 

of the omnipotence of the State machinery, which constantly delineates “the limits of the free 

world” (Funder 155), even in his own life. However, when Christa-Maria accuses Dreyman of 

“getting in bed with them (the State functionaries)”, she unknowingly holds a mirror up to 

Wiesler’s endeavors as well. This is because the State determines “who is to act, who is to    

direct” in the great drama of the GDR with an iron hand, making the artists and Wiesler      

conformists in equal measure.  He unwittingly confronts the contrived ways in which his life is 

“enmeshed in the lives of others” (Catlaw and Jordan 296), generating ideological friction in 

his resoluteness. Wiesler’s ‘transformative’ turn is thus occasioned not only by works of ‘art 

and literature’ in singular affect, but also by his ability to identify with the travails of an artist.  

Creech argues that the visualization of Wiesler reading Brecht’s poem, ‘In Remembrance 

of Marie A.’, is a critique of the sentimental power of bourgeois art, for it portrays a fleeting 

image of the beloved in the eyes of the narrator, creating a shallow conception of love (109). 

However, this scene is strategically depicted to contrast Wiesler’s loveless existence with 

Dreyman’s fulfilling relationship, turning the poem’s critique on its head. In a similar instance, 

Dreyman is shown seeking solace in the act of playing ‘Sonata for A Good Man’, upon         

receiving the news of Jerska’s suicide. Here, a carefully constructed montage sequence pans 

the camera from right to left, depicting Dreyman playing the piano, to Wiesler listening to the 

music in the attic in a similar panning shot, moved to tears by the affective pull of the music. 

As the two unite on a spiritual plane of mourning (109), Dreyman articulates Lenin’s near    

resentful submission to Beethoven’s ‘Apassionata’- “If I keep listening to it, I won’t finish the 

revolution.” Such instances shift the focus of the narrative, using culturally significant       

signposts, from revolutionary acts to acts of aesthetic sentimentalism (110). To be sure, the 

film has its fair share of emotive signifiers in the scenes discussed above, but to inundate our 

readings of Wiesler and Dreyman with sentimental suppositions, undermines the potency of 

their deliberate acts of defiant writing. It is therefore my intention to shift the focus of my     

argument from Wiesler’s uncharacteristic transformation, to the documents of subversion,   

produced by him and Dreyman as their own little acts of revolution. 
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Thus, having symbolically released his sense of duty from the tethers of bureaucratic  

control, Wiesler must actualize a new path of loyalty as a renegade. The now evolved duality 

of Wiesler’s reports is such, that they still owe their allegiance to the Stasi as superficial           

implements, but in their intent, conceal acts of subversion. This enables Wiesler to manipulate 

words, and in so doing, script the lives of his constructed enemies, as it were. I shall now move 

on to analyzing the specific ways in which the film depicts the intricate workings of the      

documents produced by these characters, as materializations of their rebellions. 

 

Writing as Resistance 

Transcending traditional Marxist binaries of the oppressor and the oppressed, Foucalt   

argued, “Individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application” (qtd. in Mills Ch. 

2 Power and Institutions), implying that power is not possessed but performed by different   

actors whose roles encode them within the matrix of power relations. His interpretation of 

power as a web of social relations with variable points of resistance (Ch. 2 Power and          

Institutions) illuminates Wiesler’s actions in the same light. For instance, when Dreyman and 

his journalist-friend Paul Hauser (Hans-Uwe Bauer) stage a defection attempt to the West, 

Wiesler stops short of informing the authorities, and instead inscribes “no further noteworthy 

incidents” in his report documenting their conclave, marking his own first defection from duty 

on paper. He thus initiates an avalanche of falsified reports about Dreyman and his                 

co-conspirators, signaling his ‘liminal transgression’ on either side of the border of his          

allegiance. Wiesler therefore transgresses the border of his allegiance to the State by shielding 

a subversive writer, whilst still shamelessly monitoring Dreyman and Christa-Maria’s           

celebrations, arguments and lovemaking sessions. 

Subsequently, Hauser suggests Dreyman’s article be published in the western    

newsweekly, Der Spiegel, on account of his connection with the editor Gregor Hessenstein 

(Herbert Knaup). Having affirmed Dreyman’s home as an untouched Stasi haven, they arrange 

multiple meetings to finalise the content of the article. During the course of their first meeting, 

Hessenstein implores Dreyman to type his article on a typewriter he has smuggled into the 

GDR. Wiesler dutifully records this meeting, but what is assumed to be yet another twist in his 

delicate fidelity, he is shown outside Grubitz’s office in the very next sequence, presumably to 

lay bare Dreyman’s treachery. This scene begs closer examination, for what transpires cements 
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Wiesler’s treachery instead. Upon entering Grubitz’s office, Wiesler is audience to a thesis   

titled ‘Prison Conditions for Subversive Artists Based on Character Profile’, prepared by a   

student under the former’s tutelage. In a solipsistic display of pride, Grubitz describes the  

power of the words in the thesis, if actualized, to detain a “hysterical anthropocentrist” like 

Dreyman. Inexplicably, Wiesler withholds the damning evidence he has produced against 

Dreyman, for once truly confronting the monstrosity of the practice he has nurtured, in the 

form of the punishing thesis. He is cognizant of the fact that submitting his report will amount 

to an ideological convergence with Grubitz, reinstating his jettisoned allegiance to those in 

power. If he previously derived his power from bureaucratic documentation, relinquishing that 

power now concomitantly implies withholding documents and thereby nullifying the Stasi’s 

extra-judicial power. 

Wiesler’s subsequent reports fictionalize a play written for the 40th anniversary of the 

GDR in Dreyman’s name, to conceal his meetings with Hessenstein. Indeed, these reports    

become a curious blend of bureaucratic vapidity and imaginative expression, for Wiesler now 

adopts Dreyman’s role, indefatigably writing segments of a play never to be performed.    

Largely exemplifying the dullness of a State “run by bureaucrats, and not philosophers” (Pryor 

qtd. in Andrews 26), Wiesler uncharacteristically subverts the power relations he was trained to 

perpetuate, through the act of manipulating the truth, which was once the monopoly of the 

State. The old Wiesler of the Stasi “enters into his own death”, as fictionalized and falsified 

“writing begins” (Barthes 142) for the new, empathizing Wiesler. Thus, the same report, which 

attests to Dreyman’s fictionalized “non-subversive” play writing also conceals Wiesler’s      

deception, enabling the former to engineer his own rebellion.  

Dreyman’s article causes a tectonic tremor in the centralized power structure of the Stasi, 

which relied on its compulsive ability to monitor suspects. In a profoundly revelatory, yet    

disturbing scene, Grubitz is shown analyzing fragmentary pictures of Dreyman’s article, aided 

by a graphologist, to discern the origin of its still occluded authorship. The article, written in 

red ink, proves to be inaccessible to the graphologist’s probe, but he instead initiates a         

recitation of all the models owned by those usually in Dreyman’s company, in order to       

eliminate suspects. The disturbing fact brought to light, is that by keeping a close tab on 

Hauser’s “Valentino”, Wallner’s “Optima ‘Elite’” and Dreyman’s “Wanderer ‘Torpedo’”    

typewriters, the Stasi has a suffocating and serpentine grasp on not only the content, but also 
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the form of the written word. Thus the “power-knowledge” (Foucalt qtd. in Mills Ch. 4 Power/

Knowledge) symbiosis, or the way in which power is embedded in the circulation of 

knowledge, is encoded into the ‘what’ as well as the ‘how’ of the act of writing. Dreyman’s 

truly subversive act breaks from both these restrictions, producing an article that cannot be    

policed by the Stasi, both in content and form.  

In response, Grubitz and Hempf coerce Christa-Maria into revealing Dreyman’s         

complicity in writing the article, threatening to dissolve her theatre career into oblivion, whilst 

also using her addiction to pills as leverage. The beleaguered actress reluctantly submits, but is 

made to inscribe her complicity with the State as an “‘inoffizielle Mitarbeiter’ or unofficial  

collaborator” (Funder 55), on paper. She is inducted into the treacherously dangerous reserve 

army of civilian spies, which at one point in history numbered close to 173,000 people in the 

erstwhile GDR (Funder 57). The contractual agreement thus binds her to her own oppressors, 

for the petty reward of accessibility to her drugs. Creech takes such scenarios to be proof of the 

film’s heavily gendered “economy of difference”, wherein Sieland’s role in the eyes of the 

viewers, fixated in her overtly seductive sexuality, “functions to map out the ideological       

positions against which Wiesler and Dreyman come to be defined” (104-5). Her existence is 

defined in terms of her ability to mediate between two ‘good men’, whilst her inherent      

goodness is sacrificed at the altar of manipulability. Interestingly, if “resistance is ‘written in’ 

to the exercise of power” (Mills Ch. 2 Power and Institutions), only Dreyman and Wiesler are 

permitted to write their resistance into the power equation between the State and civilians, 

whereas her only “mode of ‘production’ consists in whoring herself out to the                     

Minister” (Creech 105). The only document that bears her name is the one that testifies to her 

weak gullibility in the midst of powerful men. Thus, even with characters that subscribe to the 

methodology of writing as resistance in the film, von Donnersmarck’s single glaring flaw 

seems to be the gendered imbalance of resistance itself.  

Consequently, Grubitz begins to suspect Wiesler’s complicity in shielding Dreyman, but 

gives him one chance at redeeming himself, instructing him to extract information from   

Christa-Maria to locate evidence against Dreyman. She, on the other hand, recognizes Wiesler 

as a man she had previously had an affable conversation with in a bar, putting her on guard. 

Despite her discomfiture, Wiesler’s poised interrogational techniques assure her of his 

‘goodness’, whilst delicately balancing his stern words to indicate his loyalty to Grubitz. The 
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latter is aware of the power that seems to be slipping from his hands, but of significant interest 

here is the fact that he intends to reclaim it through documentary evidence. Indeed, whilst the 

Stasi could have easily detained Dreyman after Christa-Maria’s confession, Wiesler is still    

coerced into asking her the hidden location of the typewriter and the “documents”. The Stasi’s 

façade of righteous governance and its need to adjudicate, continue to rely on its ability to    

produce incriminating documents against accused suspects. In other words, Dreyman’s         

detainment, which actually requires no justification, would be inadequate without his            

imprisonment on paper, through the production of evidence.  

Wiesler furtively extracts the hidden typewriter after Christa-Maria exposes its location, 

so that Grubitz’s attempt is foiled. However, in a moment of impulsivity, Christa-Maria’s    

guilt-ridden conscience impels her to jump in front of an oncoming truck, instantaneously    

killing her. In a scene that almost mirrors the bereavement after Jerska’s death, both Dreyman 

and Wiesler are shown to be silently mourning over her corpse. Grubitz realizes Wiesler’s           

defection and condemns him to one of the many ‘mail rooms’ of the Stasi for twenty years, but 

the premature fall of the Wall in 1989 releases him from his enslavement. Two years later, 

Dreyman finally learns about the massive surveillance operation to keep him in check, through 

Hempf. His curiosity excited, Dreyman finds himself at the massive Stasi HQ archives to     

uncover the ‘truth’ of the past. Indeed, with the passage of the Stasi Records Act in 1991,     

everyone was guaranteed the right to examine his/her own file in the archives. As he sifts 

through the cartful of files, Dreyman realizes that he is in fact coming to terms with a past that 

has been fictionalized. The painful fact of his distorted history is that, “‘Truth’ is revealed only 

in fragments, never as a whole”; but in its place, “only the viewer [us], who has an almost    

omniscient perspective, is given privileged access to the whole sequence of events” (Westphal 

108). The archival file, previously valid as the “arbiter of truth” (Jimmerson 2) for victims, is 

in Dreyman’s case an unlived reality, but one that was concocted by Wiesler as a lived reality. 

This simultaneously renders the ‘facts’ both true and false, destabilizing the validity, and by 

extension the written power of the documents contained in the archive.  

Dreyman finally learns that a Stasi operative, identified in the file as ‘HGW XX/7’, was 

responsible for shielding him from the Stasi, as well as fabricating a cover story to assure his 

safety. The file bears the same red ink imprint of the typewriter temporarily owned by       

Dreyman, but evacuated by Wiesler before Grubitz’s search. Dreyman is thus able to identify 
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Wiesler as his secret guardian. Thomas Lindenberger accuses the film of inaccurately depicting 

the encryption of the Stasi officer’s signature, when in fact the officers signed the file with 

their real names. He argues that this “pseudo realist” plot device renders the “fantasy of 

achieving communication…even more plausible” (563). However, his argument ignores the 

crucial dimension of the interrelation of truth, power and identity in the film, which are in the 

last instance, inextricable (Mills Ch. Power/Knowledge). Throughout the film, by fabricating 

the truth, Wiesler had indirectly exerted a benevolent power over Dreyman as a subject. Even 

Dreyman is showing to have deliberately obscured his credentials from his subversive article. 

Writing and identification therefore, prove to be more than just “pesudo-realist” plot-devices 

within the diegesis, but effectuate deliberate acts of upsetting power dynamics. Now, in a    

fateful reversal, Wiesler becomes the ‘known’ subject, and it is now Dreyman’s turn to not just 

“communicate”, as Lindenberger argues, but also to exert equal and opposite power on     

Wiesler.  

Dreyman’s identifies Wiesler on the latter’s rounds as a postman, but resists the         

temptation to socialize their bond. In yet another narrative twist, the relationship that began on 

paper requires a consummation on paper as well. His gesture of reciprocity, as heartwarming as 

it proves to be, also equalizes the power they wield over each other. Two years later, in a 

poignant scene of reconciliation, Wiesler is shown to be walking across a bookstore on his  

daily chores. As he exits the frame, the camera remains still over a poster of Dreyman on the 

cover of his new book, titled Sonate vom Guten Menschen. Wiesler is shown re-entering the 

frame and walking into the bookstore in a long shot. As he ruffles through the first few pages 

of the book, he learns that the book has been dedicated ‘To HGW XX/7, with gratitude’. In a 

rather coy conclusion, Wiesler chooses to not have the book gift-wrapped, because he is  

cheekily aware of the fact that “this is for me [him]”. As the camera freezes on an image of 

Wiesler breaking into a delicate smile, we are simultaneously reconciled to the fact that    

Dreyman’s gesture conceals the former’s identity from the world, but discloses their bond to 

each other. In other words, the man who previously operated in the shadows, to ensure his   

victim was ‘known’ to him is now ‘known’ with equal certainty by the victim. It is this act of 

identification that finally normalizes the fluctuating power dynamic in the relationship of the 

oppressor and the oppressed, by memorializing their names of identification. ‘Lazlo’ and 

‘HGW XX/7’ are reconciled on paper, and paper alone.  
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Conclusion 

 “The activity of an individual is unintelligible”, asserted Claude Lefort; “it becomes 

meaningful only when it is placed in the context of the group” (113). But what if memory and 

meaning are intertwined in such a manner that they cannot escape the fetters of collective     

action? What if every individual action derives its ontological essence from the workings of 

the group? Perhaps then, every action taken at one’s own risk involves jeopardizing the past, 

the present and the future, to carve a new path of resistance to the dominance of collectivized 

action. Indeed, Wiesler engages in nothing short of a revolution, in scripting an epochal     

transformation in the lives of others and his own life by extension, simply by doing what he 

does best- documenting. My argument has attempted to delineate the power wielded by the 

written word in The Lives of Others, and whether the act of writing, as well as the documents 

produced thereby, challenge the functioning of traditional power structures. To that end, I have 

argued that by deliberately defying restrictive impositions, both Wiesler and Dreyman cement 

their resistances in the act of writing. The “Mauer im Kopf or the Wall in the Head” (Funder 

233) is perhaps the only seemingly insurmountable barrier to their reconciliation. Physically 

confined by the workings of an oppressive regime, the two of them break through the ‘Wall in 

the Head’ to simultaneously challenge and disrupt the binary of the oppressor and the           

oppressed. Self-reflexively, von Donnersmarck’s film documents and historicizes the GDR 

from a triumphalist Western perspective, much like my host. Nevertheless, for its sheer belief 

in the human will to change despite the adversity of circumstance and the constricting      

workings of institutionalized power, the film is a fitting tribute to the knowledge that “hope  

always dies last.” 
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Mangalesh Dabral is one of the most respected contemporary Hindi poets. His poetry reflects 

the place and space he belongs to: Garhwal region of Uttarakhand. Each of his poems is filled 

with the fragrances of Himalayan flora, misty breeze of the mountains, purity of the springs, 

and the simplicity of the people living there.  His poetry echoes the voices of the deprived and 

the pains of the victims – those killed in communal clashes, the missing boys, alienated souls 

of urban life, and most importantly of those who were displaced by developmental projects. As 

brought out eloquently by Manohar Shetty, in his “Afterword” to the first collection of the 

English translations of Dabral poems, This Number Does Not Exist, Selected Poems 1981-

2013, “What enhances his voice is an absence of anger or bitterness in the face of such        

profound loss. There is instead an overriding tone of irony and a certain purity as Dabral     

battles his loss and that of his hill people” (p.66) when Tehri dam submerged more than 100 

villages and displaced around a lakh people. Many of his poems reveal the emptiness, loss and 

pain of those displaced from their native land and familiar occupations to the ‘Other’ concrete 

jungles. Hence, ‘Place’ represents more than a geographical location in Dabral’s poetry as    

vacating and ‘emptying’ is more than a physical dislocation: it is a rupture of the web of       

human association woven with thick relations, bonding and a sense of belongingness to a  

completely unfamiliar, impersonal, alienated setting.  

Looking back at those ‘places’ emptied is, thus, a familiar theme in Dabral’s poetry.  He often 

revisits them as memories and images of what he left behind in contrast to the life in the city. 

The ‘rural’ in Dabral’s poetry provides powerful metaphors to contrast the urban spaces: the 

simple, pure, natural, genuine, dependable, authentic, cooperative, generous ‘rural’ has been 

juxtaposed to the mechanical, selfish, immoral, artificial, fake, competitive, materialistic 

‘urban’ spaces. The poem “The Places That Are Left” is one of those that highlight the contrast 

between urban and rural. The poem narrates the poet’s agony of losing himself and forgetting 

everything as the mechanical city life alienating and transforming the social in him into an   

isolated individual: “These days, I keep forgetting things, keep losing them/ I misplace my 

glasses, lose my pen, / .... I forget answering letters, paying my debts, / I forget saying my   

hellos an’ goodbyes to friends, / regretting that my hands remain full of work/ that has little to 

do with me” (p.2). The poet makes us aware of how one’s daily routine, disinterested work, 

impersonal and indifferent urban spaces make us passive. Forgetting here is not a reference to 

the things that we supposed to do, but the very essence of what makes us human and how we 

are losing those qualities by turning into stone-faced atoms with alienated souls. The only way 
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to restore is, the poet says, by heeding to the advice of the ‘Mother’, going “to those places” he 

“had last seen, taken off or kept those things”.  The things, “wherever they are, / make a place 

of their own and do not let go easily/ Now Mother is no longer with me, / only her place is 

left” (p.2). The ‘place’ is not a simple physical location but a ‘space’ coupled with human 

bonding. The poet reminds us that when we become things and losing ourselves in urban    

spaces, the village, its people, the water, the trees and mountain remain and “moving with us 

all our lives”, reminding us of all that we have forgotten and all that we have lost, the very   

process that restores the human in us.  

However, as Manohar Shetty aptly brings out, Mangalesh Dabral “is no romantic or pastoral 

poet” (p.66).  He is very much aware of changing rural ‘spaces’ and loss of what used be 

‘authentic’ and ‘wholeness’.  One is becoming very much stranger in his own place and space 

as consequences of industrialization and penetration of urban values into rural spaces. Dabral 

has shown this in the poem ‘The Number Does Not Exist’, the one given as the title to the 

book.  “Whenever I go whichever number I dial/ At the other end a strange voice says/ This 

number does not exist.../ Not too long ago at this number I used to reach people/ Who said: of 

course, we recognize you/ There is space for you in this universe” (p.15). But now things have 

changed: “Where at the sound of footsteps doors would be opened/ Now one has to ring the 

bell and wait in apprehension/ And finally when one appears/ It is possible that he might have, 

changed/ Or he might say I am not the one you used to talk to/ This is not the number where 

you would hear out your grief” (p.15). The reality is that “Now other numbers are available 

more than ever with and without wires/ But a different kind of conversation on them/ Only 

business only transactions buy-and-sell voices like strangers” (p.15). As these lines show, 

Dabral is not idealizing the ‘rural’ in contrast to ‘urban’, but craving for human attachments 

with which the rural used to identify: “Whenever I go I desperately dial a number/ And ask for 

the voice the voice that used to say/ The door is open you can stay here/ Come along for a 

while just for the sake of it any time in this universe” (p.15).  

Dabral is very much aware of the move towards urban spaces. None of his protagonists go 

back to their villages. His concern is not to reject but infuse the urban spaces with human     

attachments of village life. He doesn’t want a city “Where you find there is no one between 

you and the city” (p.63) but the one “you came looking for” (p.64) (‘The City, Again). The 

contrast in rural and urban values is movingly brought out by Dabral in ‘Old Photographs’. In 
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old photographs, the poet says, “I represent my real self/ Dreamlike, wearing my heart on my 

face/ With friends who share the same casualness/ ... No hardness no cleverness/ No greed in 

the eyes” (p.8). But now he avoids “being photographed”, “I get uneasy as if/ There is a mirror 

before me/ Is it fear that I won’t look as I did/ Will my face reveal the harshness of the world/ 

The cleverness and greed one sees everywhere these days/ To resist this I sometimes try/ To 

use old photographs as only armour” (p.8). Hence, Dabral’s poems are summaries of the   

complexities surrounding us, what we left behind, the rural, and where we are moving forward, 

the urban spaces.  His are “poems in the irony of our times” (Torch) (p.4). They cry for what 

we are losing and crave for touch with which one can reach the edge of the earth, taste that 

saves every flavour, the truth of the sentence to depict the simplicity of human relationships, 

the slogans that give hope and the childishness in love (I Wish) (p.28).  
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Since the 2014 General Elections, India has seen a gradual shift to towards a right even further 

off than that of the Indian National Congress. This has been in, specifically, the socio-cultural 

domain, where the Congress can lay claim to being liberal. The move towards Brahmanical 

heteropatriarchal supremacy is deep-rooted within the ideology of one non-state group in    

particular - the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), their ideology being Hindutva. The term 

Hindutva, coined by the Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, means 'Hinduness'. In 1989, the BJP 

adopted Hindutva as its official political ideology, espoused by political parties such as Hindu 

Sabha and Bharatiya Jana Sangh in the past. 

This paper aims to establish the constituent thoughts of Hindutva and then analyze its presence 

within the policies of the BJP. The ideology of the RSS is politically charged but has          

comparatively lesser analytical clarity as there existed no one consolidated charter covering the 

expanse of the ideology. Thus, it is being drawn from the ideologues and prominent            

contributors to the definition and growth of Hindutva as a concept. It is imperative to first    

understand the basic tenets of this ideology, after which the interpretation and deconstruction 

of the BJP's policies and actions can commence. 

 

The RSS' Ideology of Hindutva 

M.S. Golwalkar joined the RSS as a student, and was appointed sarsangchalak of the           

organization after the death of Hedgewar - a post he held until his own death. Affectionately 

called "Guruji" by the RSS cadre, from the very beginning, M.S. Golwalkar's (1966) Bunch of 

Thoughts begins to take up an anti-materialist view of history, evoking abstract concepts such 

as atma (roughly, the concept of - individual and collective - spirit) and Dharma (the universal 

code of right conduct). The self-aggrandizement that is central to the rhetoric of Hindu         

nationalism denounces capitalism (which it makes synonymous with democracy, and not just 

bourgeois democracies) and communism, claiming there to be "only one explanation", which 

unsurprisingly only it offers. It's solution to this modern global crisis is one "not [of] equality 

but harmony". The Hobbesian conception of human action and behavior is central to             

arguments of the (far) right (though perhaps not in so many words), as Hindutva holds supreme 

this view of human nature, stating that only dharma makes us better than animals (Golwalkar, 

1966). 
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Golwalkar (1966) claims "the Hindu People" to be the Virat Purusha, the manifestation of 

God. His definition of those he calls Hindus is a cultural one, restricting it to those who are a 

part of the caste system. This caste-based segregation of the population is central to the ideas 

of Hindutva and a prerequisite of being called Hindu. There is repeated downplaying of the 

idea of and demand for rights, placing importance on "duties" instead, glorying sacrifice for 

the nation. As with most regional variations of fascism, Golwalkar's (1966) text claims racial 

superiority as a hallmark of the Hindu, visible when he says: The Hindu people have existed 

since there was a with no need for a name; that Hindus were the "good and enlightened       

people"' bringing life to all that is good and beneficial. To distinguish Hindus from others, they 

were called ‘the enlightened’ – the Aryas – and the rest Mlechhas. The latter, in traditional     

usage of the term, refers to barbarians. However, Romila Thapar (1978) establishes that in    

ancient India this term was used to identify those that were at the fringe of the caste system 

dominated by Brahmins. For Golwalkar, nationalism was mainly oriented around the race of a 

populace, unlike Savarkar, who gave importance to the territorial aspects of a nation too. This 

ethnic reasoning led him to believe that the greatest "internal threats" to the nation were    

Muslims and Christians (Golwalkar, 1966), along with communists, all of whom he claimed to 

be "antinational elements" (Jaffrelot, 2007); dedicating a section in his book 'Bunch of 

Thoughts' to express his disdain towards each of those groups. Savarkar even deemed        

Muslims, not the British, to be the "real enemies" of the Hindu Rashtra (Keer, 1988). Like    

Savarkar, though, Golwalkar too believed that religious minorities must pledge allegiance to 

Hindu symbols of identity, as he believes the, to espouse and epitomize the Indian national 

identity (Jaffrelot, 2007). Indian identity is, thus, equated with Hindu culture, enjoining        

religious minorities to keep expressions of their community particularism confined to their   

private sphere. In 'We or Our Nationhood Defined' Golwalkar states that: "The non-Hindu  

people of Hindustan must either adopt Hindu culture and language, must learn and respect and 

hold in reverence the Hindu religion, must entertain no idea but of those of glorification of the 

Hindu race and culture ... In a word they must cease to be foreigners, or may stay in the    

country, wholly subordinated to the Hindu nation, claiming nothing, deserving no privileges, 

far less any preferential treatment—not even citizens' rights." (Guha, 2008). 

Observed within Hindutva is a linguistic supremacy of Hindi and deification of Sanskrit.    

Golwalkar deems language to be an "expression of the Race Spirit, a manifestation of the    

National web of life", to the point where a race and its language "cannot be served without   
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fatal results" (Jaffrelot, 2007). Thinking of racial characteristics as "by far the important       

ingredient of a nation" (Jaffrelot, 2007) he says: "To keep up the purity of the Race and its    

culture, [Nazi] Germany shocked the world by her purging the country of the Semitic Races - 

the Jews. Race pride at its highest has been manifested here. [Nazi] Germany has also shown 

how well-nigh impossible it is for Races and cultures, having differences going to the root, to 

be assimilated into one united whole, a good lesson for use in Hindusthan to learn and profit 

by. Ever since that evil day, when Moslems first landed in Hindustan, right up to the present 

moment, the Hindu Nation has been gallantly fighting on to take on these despoilers. The Race 

Spirit has been awakening" (Golwalkar, 1947). 

Disdain and skepticism towards non-Hindus, especially Muslims, has always been one of the 

focal points of Hindutva. Claiming inspiration from the ideology of Adolf Hitler, Golwalkar 

questions India's Muslim minority believing them to be dangerous not just because (he         

believed) they receive the backing of an entire series of Islamic states but also since they were 

a 'foreign body' lodged in Hindu society (Jaffrelot, 2007). Furthermore, that there ought to be a 

maintenance of a national religion and national culture to complete the ideas of a nation. The 

culture of Hindustan, according to Golwalkar, was based in ideas of race spiriting under the 

ambit of a subsuming religion; one that is interwoven in every citizen’s life. "Our Race-Spirit 

is a child of our Religion, and so with us culture is but a product of our all-comprehensive    

Religion, a part of its body and not distinguishable from it." (Golwalkar, 1947). In Bunch of 

Thoughts, Golwalkar suggests that the only rightful claim to this land, this "rashtra" was that 

of Hindus (Golwalkar, 1966). The islamophobia central to Hindutva doesn't stop at Golwalkar; 

as stated by Deen Dayal Upadhyay in the mid-1960s in his four-lecture series on the             

philosophy of "Integral Humanism", that while no particular community has a monopoly over 

goodness, a group of Hindus will always think of good things, even if they're individually 

"rascals"; on the other hand, Muslims, when congregated, think "in an altogether different 

way" (Ahmed, 2014). 

There is a peculiar aspect to note within all saffron texts, and that is the omission of the world 

'India'. The nation is usually referred to as Bharat. The term 'Indian' is a secular term,          

connoting secular nationality, including all the various non-Hindu communities within its    

ambit, be they religious, racial, ethnic, linguistic, etc. Bharatiya is no different in meaning than 

Hindu, and therefore Bharat, as a representation of the geographic space wherein the          
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Bharatiyas reside, is a term used to refer to a Hindu land, a Hindu rashtra - it is not secular in 

nature (Golwalkar, 1966). 

It was the advent of figures such as Dayananda Saraswati and the Arya Samaj that marked a 

transition of neo-Hinduism from reformism to revivalism in order to "make Hindus regain their 

self-esteem" (Jaffrelot, 2007). A return to the traditional varna system and emphasis on its strict 

endogamous norms was the prevalent thought, as the proto-nationalist ethnic pride of the Arya 

Samaj was combined with an overt stigmatisation of the socio-cultural Other, whom it          

emulated principally in order to resist efficiently (Jaffrelot, 2007). 

Lal Chand, one of Dayananda's first followers, wrote, in Self-Abnegation in Politics, that 

‘patriotism ought to be communal and not merely geographical’, an idea directly in contrast 

with the secular understanding of the word and a country (Chand, 1938). In the same book, 

Chand also stress on the importance of maintaining a 'Hindu press' to take up 'the Hindu cause', 

as the 'Mohammadan press' may work against Hindu interests (Jaffrelot, 2007). He stated that 

the Hindu press must disguise its speech in fear of being called sectarian, phrasing a Hindu 

grievance as an Indian one (Jaffrelot, 2007). 

In 1916, Madan Mohan Malaviya launched plans to set up the Benaras Hindu University to 

preserve Hindu tradition, including the caste system (Sundaram, 1942; Dar and Somaskandan, 

1966). Together, with Lala Lajpat Rai, he operated at the helm of the Hindu Mahasabha, within 

the framework of the ideologically stricter Hindu Sangathan. Amongst the declared objects of 

the Sangathan movement was the integration of the Untouchables into Hindu society, mainly to 

dissuade them from converting to other religions (Jaffrelot, 2007). Let this not be confused 

with disintegration of the caste system, for in his Presidential Address at the Hindu Mahasabha 

Annual Meeting of 1923, Malaviya placed emphasis on the greatness of Hindu civilizations, 

especially the caste system. In line with the cultural appropriation practiced by the saffrons, he 

claimed Buddha to be an incarnation of Vishnu, and thus Buddhists to be Hindus. On the issue 

of religious conversion, he alleged 'Mullas' to have prepared a secret, expansive scheme to 

convert Hindus. He ended by raising concerns about what he perceived to be a dwindling    

Hindu population and speculated on the (ill) treatment that they'd receive (Jaffrelot, 2007). 

This obsession with demographic post-truths has been an essential component in Hindu        

nationalist writings and has been associated with the Hindu's cultural and physical features. 

P.K Datta posits that due to the fragmentation of the Hindu identity based on caste, there   
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needed to be an alternative discourse to ensure bonding of common and collective sentiments 

(Datta, 1993). These discourses, as mentioned above and even advanced by Shraddhananda, 

gave birth to what Datta calls 'the production of Hindu communal common sense'; a process by 

which communal stereotypes tended to form a routinized discourse stressing the need for a 

Hindu nationalist reaction (Jaffrelot, 2007). 

Savarkar placed importance not just on ethnic bonds but also on geographical unity and     

common culture. His arguments for monoculturalism were arguments for the                

acknowledgement of Sanskrit and Hindi's superiority and their usage as a national idiom 

(Jaffrelot, 2007). Balraj Madhok, one of the founders of the Bharatiya Jana Sangha, extended 

Hindu nationalist monoculturalism to include: basing education on national culture and         

tradition, including the canonical Hindu texts, festivals such as Holi and Diwali be treated as 

national festivals, (re)popularization of the Devanagari script; re-writing Indian history to 

make it a record of the Indian people, not foreign invaders; amongst other suggestions 

(Jaffrelot, 2007). 

 

BJP and State Policy 

The Bhartiya Jana Sangh was the official political arm of the RSS, and post 1980, it morphed 

into the BJP, the current political arm of the RSS. Public doubt about the RSS being the        

ideological mentor is quashed when one counts the number of senior BJP members,               

decision-makers and post-holders that began work in the RSS. Apart from Narendra Modi and 

former NDA PM Atal Bihari Vajpayee, party president Amit Shah, Haryana CM Manohar Lal 

Khattar, National General Secretary Ram Madhav, who was the former spokesperson of the 

RSS; Ram Lal holding the post "general secretary (organization)", which was made solely for 

RSS pracharaks who act as a "bridge" between the RSS and the BJP. The joint general          

secretaries (organization) also display saffron tendencies being swayamsevaks  themselves - V. 

Satish, Saudan Singh, Shiv Prakash and B.L. Santosh. Kesav Prasad Maurya, named party 

chief in UP, has also been with RSS for 14 years. Vijay Sampla, BJP chief in Punjab, Kumma-

nam Rajasekharan from Kerala, Dilip Ghosh in West Bengal and Yeddyurappa all have been 

tainted with the bhagwa of the RSS for extensive periods in their political and pre-political    

career. And this list is a modest one, as these appointments are recent and pertaining to only the 

top brass of the party. 
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The Party has also had to give assurances to the RSS Leadership, of no deviation from the    

policy path laid out before them by the latter; that it has not neglected the aspirations of the 

RSS. Vajpayee has, in the past, gone on to say that the cadres of the RSS alone constituted 

those of the BJP (EPW, 1984). More recently, there was a Samanvaya (coordination) meeting 

between the RSS and the BJP, to smoothen out any differences and be better able to adopt the 

RSS' ideas into policies (Verma, 2016). 

Implicit but central to the idea of people and governance of the BJP is its understanding of the 

need for order to be exogenously imposed on people, thereby culminating its views of         

centralization of power and authoritarian statism. And at the crux of the party's idea of order is 

the dharma which is strives to legislate and implement. There have been new ways of           

implementing the caste hierarchy of old under Modi's BJP. Legislation such as the Haryana 

Panchayati Raj (Amendment) Act, 2015 - inspired by the Rajasthan Panchayati Act passed a 

year prior - impose minimum educational qualifications for contesting grassroots,                  

local-governing panchayat polls; this, in turn, leaves 68% of the Scheduled Caste women and 

41% of the Scheduled Caste men in Haryana ineligible to contest panchayat elections 

(Rajagopal, 2015), while only 52% of the women in Rajasthan are eligible (Dev, 2015). While 

the Supreme Court upheld the law, reasoning that education gave people the difference to     

differentiate between right and wrong, good and bad as there continue to be no minimum       

educational requirements for being a Member of Parliament; while as a subsidiary, 63 BJP 

members of Parliament continue to have serious criminal charges levied against them 

(Varghese, 2014). 

Compounding to the misery of most Dalits and a significant portion of the lower classes, was 

the strengthening of the restriction on the consumption of beef. Being one of the cheapest 

meats available, and amidst regular inflation of other essential food such as onion and pulses, 

beef was a staple to the diet of millions. As D.N. Jha correctly analyses, the taboo on beef     

eating is a relatively recent one, as consumption of beef was prevalent during the Vedic era. 

The practice was stigmatized by the Brahminical order to maintain control of their                 

socio-cultural hegemony that was under threat due to the British presence in India (Setalvad, 

2016). While being blatantly anti-secular, this move is also particularly casteist and classist, as 

explained above. Within the content of the marginalization of the oppressed, the                     

dehumanisation of women and the LGBTQ community has continued as marital rape against 
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the former is unrecognized as a crime and the latter have their sexuality criminalized; a matter 

that Shashi Tharoor's Bill on Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code seeked to change, only to 

have Lok Sabha (where BJP hold a majority) prevent its introduction. 

Secular sensibilities were further attacked when the Supreme Court read, just recently, that 

Muslims working in the Indian Air Force cannot grow a beard (Vaidyanathan, 2016).            

Furthermore, the AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy) 

Ministry issued a memo in reply to an RTI claiming it to be against government policy to hire 

Muslim yoga instructors (Sharma, 2016). A total of 711 Muslim yoga trainers had applied for 

short term foreign assignments during World Yoga Day 2015, none of which were even called 

for an interview - while 26 candidates, all Hindus, were sent abroad (Sharma, 2016). 

The disdain of the BJP towards the political Left was apparent during the JNU debacle earlier 

this year. Using the physical force of its state machinery and the non-physical force of its      

media outlets, the party acted on both ends by levying sedition charges against college students 

to push poorly investigated propaganda to the public. The campuses of the University of      

Hyderabad and IIT Madras (with respect to Ambedkar-Periyar Study Circle) have seen student 

protest and dissent muzzled in a similar manner. Amidst these incidents was a dangerous       

binary created by and echoed at various levels of the party, that of the national and the           

anti-national. This employment of Golwalkar's diction has been used to create a sense of        

national pride amongst the people. Furthermore, the positive context monoculturalism of BJP's 

nationalism has been used to demarcate deviants against a uniform backdrop and then          

persecute them. 

The Party's Brahmanical morality was (once again) on display via actions of the Central Board 

of Film Certification, that has cut scenes it deems to be immoral, ranging from the mention of 

the words 'condom' and 'riot' to the depiction of bras, to two characters sharing a kiss, to the 

depiction of drugs. The usage of cuss words and violence has also been clamped down on.   

Furthermore, in relation to cinema, the Supreme Court passed a judgement making it          

mandatory to play the national anthem before the screening of every movie in theatres across 

India, while everyone present stand for the same. Contained within the order that imposed     

nationalism onto the masses was the repeated use of the word "bharat" (Rajagopal, 2016) As 

was highlighted in public discourse once before, during the time Owaisi refused to chant 
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'Bharat Mata ki Jai', the word "bharat" must not be conflated with India; the latter is a secular 

word for a secular country, the former is the word connoting a Hindu Rashtra. 

Saffronisation of education has been top-down in nature. From the omission of Nehru and  

marginalization of the contributions of the Congress, to fiction being peddled as fact such as 

the existence of plastic surgery, cell research and aero planes in ancient India and the Qutub 

Minar being built by Samudragupta, there is a large-scale propaganda machine utilizing 

schooling as an ideological state apparatus to its fullest (Din, 2015; Education Observer). 

There has been no mention of Hindu communal organizations of the past, nor of Godsey and 

his ideology in several textbooks. Under BJP governments, public schools have also been     

directed to subscribe to the RSS magazine Sadhana and cancelled most non-Hindu holidays 

(Setalvad, 2016). This has also been a standalone element of saffronisation via appropriation of 

well-known, almost canonized figures of Indian history. It involves an attempt to claim India's 

premier Marxist-Leninist Bhagat Singh, revolutionary socialist Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, 

India's finest intellectual and outspoken critic of Hinduism Dr. B.R. Ambedkar; as well as the 

right wing but progressive and secular Sardar Patel. Regionally, this also extends individuals 

like Shivaji, that were Hindus in their personal lives, but secular rulers. 

Furthermore, saffronisation is evident in a move that also reeks of Brahminism - the renaming 

of Gurgaon to Gurugram after Dhronacharya, who actively discriminated, at first, and then 

purposely disabled his lower caste 'student', for the benefit of his upper caste ones (Ilaiah, 

2016). The buck, unfortunately, does not stop at openly casteist rhetoric but has continued to 

rewriting names that bear Mumbai's colonial past with names that hold its saffron present (and 

perhaps, future). Oshiwara station has been rechristened Ram Mandir, while Dadar shall      

supposedly be renamed to Chaityabhoomi in order to win Dalit populist votes (Koppikar, 

2016). As Elphinstone Road is to change to Prabhadevi, and other 'non-Indian' sounding names 

such are Charni Road, Grant Road, Sandhurst Road, Reay Road, etc are also subject to        

consideration for change. 

The initiations of programs such as love jihad and ghar wapasi in relatively rural areas were 

also meant to spark communal tensions (Bhatnagar, 2015). As is clearly depicted within       

documentaries such as Ram Ke Naam, The Final Solution and Muzaffarnagar Baaqi Hai, 

amongst others, the BJP and their other saffron affiliates utilize their social and economic    

capital in the distortion and filtering of news to create communal tension. There has been an 
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active attempt, only partially through policy measures, to create a climate that is actively     

hostile to all opinion and action that does not sit within its bandwidth of patriotism. This        

nationalization of patriotism, to use Violi's phrase, has resulted in either public approval or 

mass passivity in the face of authoritarian actions such as the ban on the Kashmir Reader and 

attempted ban on NDTV Hindi, amongst them, and more. But most significantly, it resulted in 

a change in atmosphere nationwide that has allowed gau rakshak groups to take the streets, that 

has allowed rationalists like G. Pansare, N. N. Dabholkar and M.M. Kalburgi to be openly     

assassinated, to have questions against the government stifled, that resulted in an                    

ever-increasing violence against Dalits and normalize a host of other Brahmanical practices. 

Perhaps this bears a correlation to that fact that the BJP tend to benefit from communal         

tensions and ethnic violence in an electoral sense, seeing their vote share rise after a riot 

(Bhattacharya, 2014). 

The links between the BJP and the RSS are strong, both, in terms of personnel and policy. 

They always have been. Since 2014 the rate at which society at large is accepting the             

dehumanization of entire groups of people that is being brought to fruition by legislative policy 

and the political climate is alarming. As the tide of nationalism sweeps the nation, as the       

saffron strive to homogenize us into a Hindu rashtra, one must step back and investigate the 

content hidden behind the modern construction of the concept, and the recent history of those 

that use it; realizing that Hindutva, like all other forms of privileged, hegemonic nationalism is 

built on the carcasses of the oppressed, that there is nothing equal about it, and that the BJP 

represents it, at all moments in time. 
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And then there was Eklavya… 

 

Hiding and watching 

the radiants play 

swords and maces 

arrows and bows 

practicing and learning 

the arts of war and woe. 

 

The request denied 

the teaching revoked 

a handful of mud 

the imprint of god. 

In a bhil clearing 

dark eyes oversee 

the dark archer's proficiency. 

 

 

The barking distraction 

the arrows of silence. 

A prince's petulant plea. 

A guru's harsh step. 

 

The thumb less warrior 

bears the scars of rank 

and merit is lost to caste… 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present age of digital surveillance has validated Rousseau’s famous statement of man    

being born free but chained everywhere else. It has exponentially increased the efficiency of a 

very insidious mechanism – one by which every person unknowingly and unwittingly chains 

himself or herself. Foucault called this disciplinary modality of self-policing Panopticism as he 

thought it was perfectly exemplified in Bentham’s design of the ideal prison. 

Panopticism was originally intended to be extended to hospitals, asylums, schools and factories 

– places that required constant surveillance since it could be done with minimal cost and    

maximum efficiency. Today this principle has pervaded through every aspect of our daily lives. 

We constantly monitor and modify our own behaviour without even being consciously aware 

of the subtle coercive force in our lives. We are so used to this lack of free will that we        

perceive it to be freedom.  

The education system, right from nursery to university, has great importance as a social institu-

tion. It is a tool which has the power to influence the future generations and bring about con-

formity. Panopticism plays a vital role in attaining the ends that have been set. Through this   

paper the researcher seeks to portray the panoptic paradigm in the education system. The first 

chapter delineates the principle behind the Panopticon and Foucault’s take on it by linking to 

power dynamics and disciplinary mechanisms. The second chapter delves into the application 

of this principle in the education system in general. The third chapter comprises a case study of 

sorts in which the specific modalities are identified and analysed in one institution of higher 

education in India. 

 

CHAPTER ONE  

“Nothing was your own except the few cubic centimetres inside your skull.” 

- George Orwell (1984). 

A visit paid to his brother Samuel in the estate of Krichev, Russia inspired Jeremy Bentham to 

draft architectural plans for an ideal prison – a structure that operated on a principle which 

could ensure that even those few cubic centimetres was not your own anymore. Bentham saw 

his brother manage a relatively unskilled workforce with minimal effort as they were in a     

circular arrangement with his desk in the centre from where he could monitor each worker.  
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The Panopticon according to Bentham was a mode of “obtaining power of mind over mind”. It 

consisted of an annular building in the periphery with a tower at the centre. The peripheral 

building is divided into cells with two windows – one on the outside allowing light to stream in 

and the other on the inside facing the windows of the tower. The central tower had windows 

that opened into the inner ring of the building. This way the annular structure was constantly 

visible by the effect of backlighting while the central tower is not visible from there. The      

supervisor would be placed in the central tower while the peripheral units would hold the    

prisoners. Due to the spatial arrangement, there is great economic efficiency as it drastically 

reduces the manpower needed to monitor the behaviour of the prisoners. In fact, even the sole 

supervisor need not be always present. This is because the prisoners cannot determine whether 

they are being watched at a given point of time. However, the apprehension that they are under 

surveillance causes them to constantly police their own behaviour. Bentham saw great          

potential in this architectural composition and wanted it to be adopted even by asylums,      

hospitals, factories and schools. 

Michel Foucault was fascinated by the Panopticon and the principle that governed its          

functioning. The Panopticon reversed the principle of the dungeon. Instead of enclosing,       

depriving of light and hiding, it only encloses. It ensures full lighting and the fear of being   

under the watch of the supervisor making visibility itself a trap which is more effective. It    

assured the automatic functioning of power by inducing awareness of permanent visibility in 

the inmate. Even if the actual surveillance was discontinuous its effects would be permanent. 

Its actual exercise is rendered unnecessary due to perfection of power. 

For Foucault, the Panopticon is a “machine for dissociating the see/being seen dyad” as the 

prisoners in the annular building are seen without seeing and the supervisor in the central   

tower sees without being seen. This mechanism dis-individualises and automatizes power. He 

coined the term ‘Panopticism’ to describe the principle of power that resides not in a person 

but “a certain concerted distribution of bodies, surfaces, lights, gazes”. Power is brought into 

action as internal mechanisms in an arrangement produce the relation and dynamics in which 

people are caught up.  

While the panoptic arrangement provides for this mechanism, the principle itself need not be 

identified with an apparatus or institution. Panopticism is, at the end of the day, a discipline 

mechanism which amplifies the exercise and effectiveness of power through subtle coercion. It 
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is easily transferrable and can penetrate through the functioning of society. To successfully 

transpose these subtle segmentations of discipline onto society, Foucault argues that power 

must be armed with an instrument like “faceless gaze that transformed the whole social body 

into a field of perception.” Thus, the Benthamite physics of power can be used by specialised 

institutions like schools and hospitals to achieve their ends. 

The Sartrean ‘look’ helps illustrate why the fear of being under surveillance modifies            

behaviour of people which makes the faceless gaze a potential instrument of power. The ‘look’ 

or gaze implies that a person may be watching. The eyes of the observer are themselves        

irrelevant. The observed’s apprehension of a ‘look’ is the object of thesis and not the observer. 

It creates a distance and displaces the centre of the observed. It places the observed at the         

periphery and the ‘look’ holds the observed at that distance but simultaneously transcends it to 

envelop and modify the behaviour. The apprehension of the ‘look’ forces the observed to      

occupy a certain position and holds him or her captive without any escape or defence due to 

the vulnerability of being seen. 

The ‘look’ both creates and invades physical spaces, thus trapping the observed                   

psychologically. Every person by being a temporal-spatial object fears the value judgements 

and unknowable appraisals of the observer which is at the root of the apprehension of being 

observed. The    value judgements enhance the sense of vulnerability as the observed is      

qualified by a set of values without being able to influence or act on the qualifications which 

remain unknown. The faceless gaze succeeds in enslaving people and enforcing discipline due 

to this innate sense of insecurity.  

The “infinitely minute web of the panoptic techniques” plays on this insecurity by keeping  

people in a constant state of vulnerability. These mechanisms rely on creation of asymmetry, 

inequality and discipline to exercise individual control function. The Panopticon poses the 

problem of inescapable visibility due to an overseeing gaze that has the insidious result of 

making the observed monitor themselves by a process of internalisation. Panopticism deals 

with “a gaze which each individual under its weight will end by interiorising to the point that 

he is his overseer, each individual thus exercising this surveillance over and against himself.” 
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CHAPTER TWO 

“Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all         

resemble prisons?” 

- Michel Foucault 

While the formation of a disciplinary society can be achieved by the generalised mechanism of 

Panopticism, its effects are still more magnified in enclosed institutions which are in a way   

social ‘quarantines’. The disciplinary technologies immanent in Panopticism intend to          

reconfigure power and knowledge in order to objectify the concerned human subjects. This end 

of increasing the utility and docility of the subjects is to be attained with minimal cost and     

effort by extending the intensified effects of social power discretely. The education system is 

one such institution that standardises behaviour and action. It aims to make its student body 

docile so that they can be transformed, subjected and used. It employs a disciplinary grid with 

a definite pattern of organising several aspects of human behaviour including work, space and 

time. 

The principle of Panopticism both individualises and totalises. None of the stakeholders of the 

education system can escape the panoptic paradigm. The university staff, while at first, are    

accomplices in setting up the system, unwittingly become its prisoners. Their subjectivity is 

moulded by the internalisation of the externally imposed norms. The power often lies outside 

the system. The education policy itself is drafted by the government which is an external agent. 

The funders of the institution may have different unknown goals. Several such extrinsic factors 

affect the power dynamics and institutional norms. The lecturer or professor in most cases is 

unware or not allowed to see where the power really lies. He or she is only aware of the chain 

of command and the management forming the organisational pyramid. 

At the level of higher education, the individual lecturers may receive limited freedom to set 

their own course outlines and targets. This is an extension of Panopticism as the professors are 

responsible for disciplining themselves by achieving the self-set targets. This results in         

coercion and economy through their interiorisation of the disciplinary mechanism. The         

lecturers monitor their own behaviour thereby completing the circle of policing. The power is 

continuous and automatized irrespective of actual surveillance. The lack of any fixed or         

official standards of excellence plays on the lecturer’s insecurities and he or she is impelled to 
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relentlessly improve performance in the pursuit of an undefined unattainable goal. The       

sanctions, if any, start with subtle indirect hints which may escalate to release from service to 

fend the system. 

It is also possible to see the play of the Synopticon, a reciprocal system of control proposed by 

Mathiesen in which ‘many’ watch the ‘few’, on the lecturers. They monitor their behaviour  

because of the apprehension of being watched by the student body and their peers in academia. 

The principle of the Synopticon is also an extension of the effect of the Sartrean ‘look’ on    

human behaviour. The difference is that the gaze is no longer faceless, unverifiable or         

centralised. 

The teaching staff is entrusted with the responsibility of overseeing every movement of the   

students. Students are invigilated from the time they arrive on the premises of the school until 

the time they step out and leave. The staff supervise them in the corridors, classrooms,       

playgrounds and sometimes, even washrooms. Little to no student activity goes unnoticed. The 

process of monitoring has become easier with technological development and the use of closed 

circuit televisions. In most cases, the architectural design of the buildings also resembles the 

Panopticon. The internal space is partitioned into a series of rooms and hallways which are 

akin to the cells of the annular building. This inevitable division facilitates the observational 

practices. The strict use of plans like timetables assign definite places where the student must 

go, time that must be adhered to and activities to be engaged in. These further help supervision 

and surveillance of the student body.  

Panopticism is rooted in disciplinary discourse and schools use rhetoric and exclusion to       

reinforce their surveillance policies. They use disciplinary discourse to influence                  

self-perception by binary divisions and branding. The creation of inequalities is an integral 

component employed by the administration to attain the required standards of productivity and 

docility. This is essential to identify deviation which can then be rectified through positive and 

negative enforcement. Inequality is both a condition and effect of the process of normalisation 

which is the main aim of all disciplinary technology. The existence of abnormalities and the 

need to rectify them also provides rationalisation for the deployment of the disciplinary    

mechanism itself. 

The constant observation and the construction of analytical spaces that allow students to be   

assessed on an individual basis result in considerable knowledge accumulation. As any          
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institution employing disciplinary mechanisms, this knowledge is supplemented by additional 

procedures like examinations and tests. Examinations increase the visibility of the students. 

The testing is only the means to an end and not the end. The results are comprehensively and 

systematically recorded. 

This documented information and other means of exposition enable teachers to detect any    

deviant behaviour or shortcoming and allows them to rank students according to several       

behavioural and academic categories. A student’s worth is measured in terms of the marking 

scheme and the students are automatically classified into those who excel academically and the 

failures. The use of grades and percentage helps mould the student’s perception of himself or 

herself. Then based on these assessments, the school officials use rewards or sanctions as      

inducements to encourage students to conform the minimum standards. The use of visible   

punishments for transgressors and observance of various rules creates a discourse of discipline 

and helps trap the student body in the circle of policing. 

In the present-day context, the use of closed circuit television, the self-policing by teachers,  

institutional constraint and even architectural design of the Panopticon have been adopted by 

most schools, especially residential institutions. Now, CCTVs have been installed in even the 

school buses. This is an extension of the surveillance mechanism that has always existed in the 

formal compulsory education system to beyond the premises of the institution.  

Another factor which influences the power dynamics and norms is the conflicting interests of 

various stakeholders. The division of higher secondary schooling is illustrative of this. The 

three dominant streams of commerce, humanities and the sciences are characterised by         

relatively rigid subject combinations. Each stream is reflective of a different end which is    

portrayed through the prevalent stereotypes of humanities students having a creative streak and 

individuality while the science students are erudite with more conformity even in terms of   

discipline. There are conflicting interests even of parents who may not want their children’s 

thinking to be fettered while institutional funding requires the course to be in a prescribed 

manner so that a student body is churned out of the system.  

As Bentham intended and as Foucault observed, Panopticism, which is not just a disciplinary 

modality but also a tool to improve productivity, has infiltrated the education system as well. 

Surveillance has spilled out of its old nation state containers. It is now a common feature in our 

regular lives, education being one such aspect. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The use of the discipline modality to bring maverick tendencies under control can be            

understood better by identifying and observing the instruments of Panopticism in action on a 

micro level. The researcher delves into a deeper analysis of the same in an institute of higher 

education in India – the National Law School of India University. 

The legislation which established the university identifies the end to be producing research 

scholars with a strong sense of social responsibility who will use their skills in legal services, 

litigation and law reforms. However, the courses offered in the institution seem skewed         

towards producing lawyers for the corporate world. This difference between the declared and 

latent objectives of the institution helps obscure where the power is centred. It also implies the 

power comes from without the system and extrinsic factors influence the power dynamics. It 

abstracts and makes it difficult to identify the institutional interests.  

Apart from this dis-individualisation of power, an exploration of the actual mechanisms which 

help effectuate the functioning of the system is also important. The architecture of the            

academic block of the National Law School also resembles the Panopticon with the hallways 

structured around a quadrangular lawn, thus making every corner visible from other places. In 

addition to this, security cameras are installed in the building. Since, it is a residential            

institution there are practices like curfew for the first years. The entire faculty and student body 

uses the institutional e-mail interface which gives the university access to the personal and    

official correspondence conducted through this medium. Information about the student         

behaviour is also collected through rules like entering the time of arriving and leaving the      

library in the register. 

Ironically, in addition to the insidious action of self-monitoring that each student performs due 

to such practices, the National Law School implements self-policing of the student body   

overtly as well. It is largely a student managed university with bodies like the Student Bar    

Association, Disciplinary Committees and Activity Based Committees among others. These 

bodies implement a set of rules and regulations, most of which have been drafted by the       

students (current or former) themselves, through systematic allotment of sanctions and,        

rewards in the form of considerable freedom. 
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However, it can be argued that this freedom is itself illusory or that it confines the students to 

adapt and modify their behaviour in a certain manner reflective of the free environment. The 

changes in dressing habits and the manner of speaking are illustrative of this as in many cases 

it is compelled by the value judgements the student fears are passed by his or her peers. In fact, 

this has been packaged in the form of unwritten rules as the ‘law school tradition’. Many       

activities are given the status of rituals in disciplinary discourse which is itself instrumental in 

indoctrination. Traditions like alumni day where former illustrious students wax eloquent 

about their experiences, often painted rosier in retrospect, and urge the current student body to 

‘be proud of it’, help effectuate and maintain conformity through the tool of inspiration. 

The most important panoptic mechanism is the cut throat competition between the students to 

achieve an extra line in the list of accomplishments that will adorn the curriculum vitae. This is 

not limited to the examination system alone but also extends to extra-curricular activities. The 

academic performance of each student is measured in terms of the cumulative grade point     

average which is perhaps, the metaphorical watchman if the university is the Panopticon. Some 

of the courses offered have an extremely high rate of failure. This creates stark inequalities that 

play on the insecurities of the students. Most of the students have not had prior exposure to   

academic failure which heightens their insecurities and spurs their self-policing behaviour to 

increase productivity. 

In George Orwell’s Oceania, the greatest danger of detection for those who contemplate       

betrayal in thought, deed or word does not lie with the Thought Police, the hidden                  

microphones or televisions. It lies with fellow citizens. Similarly, the resistance to the            

surveillance mechanism in place is limited to a small percentage due to presence of peer or    

fellow inmates. This manifest itself in various forms – fear of being overtaken, exposed or the 

intricate web of peer politics, self-image or reputation and rumours. This apprehension is        

effective in regulating the behaviour and instilling docility, conformity and increased       

productivity. 

The residential nature of the university enhances the visibility of the students and it is not      

feasible to maintain the secrecy around their actions and activities. There are only a few         

locations namely the academic block, halls of residence and library where the students can 

spend majority of their time. These places are inhabited by other students and hence, each     
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student becomes both the observer and the observed and consciously monitor and modify their 

behaviour. The visibility itself is the trap. 

With respect to the faculty, their freedom to design their own course outline, mode of              

instruction and schedule extra classes makes them monitor their own performance in pursuit of 

achieving total quality. The principle of the Synopticon also influences their behaviour as 

while they deliver lectures and they police themselves because of the apprehension of being 

monitored. Forums on social media like fan-pages of professors or a page which features the 

witticisms and quips uttered in class provide justification for such apprehension. If their       

rhetoric reflects that their ideology is contrary to institutional interest, it may invite sanctions.  

Thus, it is possible to identify certain mechanisms of the faceless inspecting gaze like            

architectural structure, student governing bodies, competition and the grading system,          

prescribed locations, fora on social media, installation of security cameras among others that 

ensure precise analytic divisions and suitable classifications to attain the institutional            

objectives in the National Law School. 

CONCLUSION 

Panopticism plays upon the insecurities of every person as illustrated by Sartre’s concept of the 

‘look’ to trap everyone in a circle of self-policing. Through this paper, all stakeholders of the 

education system are subject to this principle – the management, the faculty and most            

importantly, the student body. 

The abstraction of the power centre, the limited freedom of the professors, the likeliness of the 

academic space and the classroom to the Synopticon, and the system of sanctions ranging from 

subtle hints to firing subject the faculty to the panoptic paradigm. Schools try to bring about 

conformity among the students by using disciplinary mechanisms to create inequalities and 

then employing rewards and sanctions to incentivise partaking in the normalisation process. 

The use of discourse and rhetoric transform intangible traditions into unwritten rules that must 

be followed.  

The structure of the buildings is often like the Panopticon and the constant supervision within 

the premises causes students to monitor themselves. Tools like examinations also help in      

collection of information about the student body. Time-tables and fixed classrooms ensure    

precise spatial distribution of the students. Nowadays even CCTV cameras are installed.  In the 
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case study of the National Law School various modalities like the architectural structure,     

student governing bodies, competition and the grading system, prescribed locations, fora on 

social media, installation of security cameras are employed to achieve the institutional ends. 
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Introduction 

The subjugation, repression and the marginalization of women has been a matter of consistent 

millenary practice cutting across cultures. However, the recognition of this in the realm of     

international law was missing until the founding members of the United Nations on 10          

December 1948 adopted the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. This international human 

rights document in its original form inter alia stated, ‘All men are born free and equal’.         

Despite its demonstrably excessively patriarchal insinuation, it was only an explicit               

exemplification of international legal phraseology. Up until the emergence of Hansa Jivraj  

Mehta, who was responsible for a radical shift and the change from ‘men’ to ‘human beings’ 

while serving as Indian Representative to the United Nations Human Rights Commission (this 

commission was given the exclusive mandate for preparing a draft UDHR).  

The Commission on the Status of Women worked persistently and with an ever-increasing    

potency since its establishment in 1946 to bring into the fold of human rights, a slew of      

conventions that would strengthen the rights of women, through the imposition of obligations 

and duties upon member states. However, despite the profusion of conventions in the stream of 

women’s rights, the feminist women right’s movements deemed the fragmented character to be 

failing the test of adequacy, both in law and in fact. Furthermore, the demand for a              

comprehensive legal framework for the protection of the rights of women gained traction with 

the rising consciousness throughout the world of a pattern of discrimination coupled with the 

urgent need to effectively tackle it. 

Considering the discussions above, the most significant and important international document 

that was born out of a prolonged period/series of extensive consultation and capacity building 

is the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, which 

was signed 18 December 1979 and was effective from 3 September 1981.  

This convention effectively governs the women’s right apparatus and acts, as the bedrock for 

scholarly organic feminist advocacy promulgated in socio – legal academic discourse. It        

becomes particularly important to undertake a structured analysis of the deeply entrenched    

invisible hand of patriarchy existing in the societal fabric in India and which is exactly what 

the paper seeks to do is to discuss the current position and status of the legally recognized 

rights of women in India. The elemental objective of the paper is to scrutinize inherently    
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problematic issues that are germane to family law while juxtaposing it with the applicable     

articles to the international instrument in question.   

 

Analysis of India’s submissions to the CEDAW 

India became a signatory to (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women) on 30 July 1980 and subsequently undertook the process of ratification on 9 

July 1993. What holds a matter of interesting public discourse is the declaration and              

reservations expressed by the Government of India. (Reservations to international human 

rights treaties are permitted under Art. 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

wherein the objective is to facilitate the countries which do not agree with specific parts of the 

treaty but agree per se with the treaty).  

 

A dissection of the reasons behind the reservation and declaration assumes extreme importance 

to authoritatively comment on the status of the rights of women in India. Therefore,             

consequential first step is to question if it is seminal especially in the Indian context (religions 

given considerable role in the family law system), to ask, whether the entire idea of having a 

framework of religious personal laws is compatible with the principle of equal respect. Firstly, 

the declaration to Articles 5(a) and 16, paragraph 1 maintained by the Govt. of India wherein it 

states, “that it shall abide by and ensure these provisions in conformity with its policy of      

non-interference in the personal affairs of any community without its initiative and consent”.  

In furtherance of the same, this becomes admittedly, an area within the realm of CEDAW too 

that constantly and notably attracts surcharged discussion in a rigorous as well as intensive is 

the dilemma created for modern democratic states like India. In re: the Indian state has a      

fundamental commitment to work for the equality of men and women alongside the parallel 

guarantee to ensuring religious liberty i.e. efficaciously maintain a fine balance between the 

two aforesaid competing interests.  

Secondly, the declaration to Article 16(1) that calls for a compulsory registration of all       

marriages conducted within the territory of India. Such a move would only aid the                

implementation of the Prohibition of Child Marriages Act or other legislations enacted for the 
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interest of women or children. Many unreported marriages increase the expediency through 

which individuals can manipulate the law for the validation or reinforcement of their actions. 

While declarations have been made with respect to only two articles of the CEDAW, a logical 

contention that can be expounded is the redundancy of the declaration and reservation      

framework. There exists a sharp semblance in the letter and spirit of/between a multitude of 

other articles fundamental to the Convention. 

The mere fact that so many articles are/can be seen to be coterminous with each other and if 

declarations of the nature as discussed above are made then not only the object and purpose of 

the article to which the declaration is made is defeated but also the other articles as well.      

Furthermore, an integral part of the review and implementation mechanism of the convention 

is the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women            

constituted under Art. 17. This committee is also mandated under Art. 18 to take due            

consideration of the reports submitted to it (one initial report after one year of ratification of 

the convention and one after every 4 years or whenever the committee calls for one). 

The Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women has          

extensively criticized the declaration made by the Government of India to Art. 5 (a) and Article 

16 paragraph 1 upon a review of the multiple country reports since the inception of this        

reporting system. The Committee holds the view that the State has categorically failed to take 

institutionally validated & systematically sustainable measures towards the modification or 

elimination of stereotypes that are seen to be harmful. Upon a review of the 4th and 5th       

combined report (also the latest report) submitted by the Government of India, the committee 

has expressly stated its disappointment at the lack of movement in the legislative chambers in 

the country on a comprehensive anti discrimination law in sync with Article 15 of the          

Constitution and paragraph 18 of General Recommendation 18. 

It also reiterated its statement in its concluding observation to the initial report as well as the 

2nd and 3rd combined report asking the Government of India to review its declaration to Article 

5(a) apart from laying down a comprehensive national strategy also reading it with General 

Recommendation 23 to deal with discrimination/stereotypical attitudes against women with the 

end object being to withdraw it at a point of time in future. It also recommended a thorough 

review of the existing statutory framework to ensure that women in a valid marriage are       
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provided due share in the marital property in consonance and in full compliance with General 

Recommendations no. 21 & no. 29 read with Article 15 and Article 16 of the Convention.  

Lastly, it also reaffirmed the importance of multiple enabling instruments for the nuanced     

implementation of the Convention i.e. Beijing Platform for Action Declaration adopted in 1995 

which identifies 12 key areas of concern that must be given considerable attention for ensuring 

the equitable status of women in all dimensions of the life of a woman. Alongside, it also 

stressed upon the need for the Government of India to ratify the Optional Protocol to the 

CEDAW, which provides for a communications procedure for individuals and groups within 

the jurisdiction of the State parties to the convention to file complaints to the Committee.  

An objective reductionist analysis of the Government of India’s submission to the Committee 

gives an intelligible picture on the strides made/fall short towards ensuring the equity of    

women in the field of personal laws/or to end the discrimination against women. It would be a 

glaring inaccuracy and ignorance of fact to propagate the idea that radical changes have taken 

place, which has in turn made the rights of women equitable in de facto terms though at the 

same time numerous secular legislations which do not discriminate on the grounds of personal 

laws and governs several sub-sets of family law have been enacted.  

The Committee whilst referring to Article 44 of the Constitution of India called upon the    

Government to expedite the discussion and work on the actualization of the goal as set out as 

one of the Directive Principles of State Policy on the Uniform Civil Code. This discussion 

holds relevance when we see the judiciary being unable to challenge the inequities in personal 

laws because of the fear of being painted with a brush of cultural insensitivity. The way out of 

this cultural – legal wrangle is two-fold.  

Firstly, looking at it solely in the domestic paradigm, the enactment of a uniform civil code, 

which could be made optional and subject to the discretion of the woman concerned on matter, 

if conclusively proved that, there exists a need for relief for the woman who’s subject to the 

discriminatory personal/family law of her religion/community. This could provide two options 

either its application in its entirety or even selective application (if the woman so wants) could 

be allowed, whenever the personal laws of a religion are challenged and found to put woman 

in a disadvantageous position (read with the substantive provision of Art.15). The idea behind 

this contention is to allow individual women and not just communities ascribed to any          

religious culture who wanted to elect it, one at a time.  
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Secondly, when we look at the international paradigm of the same contention above, it would 

only be consistent with the reservations expounded by India to the CEDAW. What this       

statement attempts to postulate is that non-discriminatory family law would be open for       

everyone, at the enterprise and upon the woman’s acceptance in their respective communities. 

The most consequential takeaway from allowing for such a move would be that it will promote 

a change from within and at the same time, work constructively towards meeting India’s       

international obligation. The downside of such an approach is certainly that the burden is put 

on the individual women to claim and exercise the rights; which effectively means that she 

alone would have to bear the resulting social coercion and community costs.  

There exists an ever-increasing risk on each woman in her rights advocacy however she would 

not be alone and thereby resulting in a group-based institution not only in the foundation but 

also in the result. It is most certainly, no magic bullet that will deliver justice to all inequities, 

but what it will most definitively do is that more women will be able to experience equal laws 

than they do under the present circumstances. 

 

Constitutional Challenges for achieving Equality 

The Constitution of India recognizes the right to equality in three separate provisions (only two 

are relevant for this discussion) namely Article 14 which seeks to guarantee “equality before 

the law” as well as “equal protection of laws” to all its citizens, Article 15 which acts as an 

auxiliary provision to the preceding article enjoins the state from discriminating between its 

citizens based on sex. Another objective this article serves is that is an exception to the concept 

of discrimination, which means it permits the State to undertake reverse discrimination/

affirmative action for the welfare of women in the country. 

The compendium of rights that protect the right to freedom of religion are given under Article 

25 and Article 26, also recognized as distinctive fundamental rights under the Constitution of 

India. This is an all encompassing right inclusive of the freedom of conscience and the       

freedom to profess, practice and propagate a religion of one’s own choice. However, this     

fundamental right is open to scrutiny and can be limited if it is a harm to public order and    

morality/health or in violation or/contravention of the other fundamental rights under Part III. 

These two intrinsic yet diametrically opposed values enshrined in the India Constitution have 

come in the past and continue to be constant and direct conflict at regular intervals.  
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The attitude of the state has been rather incongruent and profoundly inconsistent in its           

approach towards a progressive reformation of personal laws that have an adverse impact on 

the right of equality of women. The judiciary has been in one sense of the term; ‘progressive’ 

in the way it has intervened in situations for the purposes of social reform for instance when 

there existed historical inequity against women that amongst other things disallowed their     

entry into a temple e.g. Sabrimala Temple case.  

The fundamental premise of such interventionist measures being that it falls outside the         

domain of religion and therefore the state can regulate such matters as an initiative of social 

reformation. The courts in India have however flagrantly failed in upholding the same standard 

when dealing with personal laws. The principle position of justification adopted in this regard 

is that the rule of non-interference is the sacrosanct right of the religious communities to     

practice their own religion. This position for all theoretical and practical purposes subordinates 

the right of women to equality to religious rights despite the courts in several cases negating 

the concept of a doctrine, which places the fundamental rights in a hierarchal structure i.e.    

giving preference to one right over the other. All laws must necessarily be in consonance with 

the provisions as well as the spirit of the constitution, but the area of personal laws has been 

bereft of this progressive radical approach of interpretation by the highest courts of the land. 

 

 

Position of the Courts of Law 

The case of Narasu Appa Mali v. State of Bombay assumes the role of a prime example of the 

attitude of the judiciary. In this case, the judges of the Bombay High Court held and came to a 

strikingly strange conclusion that personal laws couldn’t fall within the meaning the meaning 

of Article 13 of the Constitution (gives a definition of law). Therefore, they were out of the 

purview of judicial scrutiny for their constitutionality because they were tradition and not law. 

Moreover, this subject matter directly comes within the realm of the private and cannot be     

tailored strictly to the discipline of the Constitution.  

The Supreme Court too on several occasions has erred and passed on the buck starting from 

Krishnan Singh v. Mathura Ahir (gave definitive immunity to personal laws without proper 

reasoning to defend such a call of judgment) to Masilamini Mudaliar v. The Idol of Sri 
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Swaminathaswami where observations of the nature “personal laws are void under Article 13 

unless they pass the test of consistency with the provision of fundamental rights embedded in 

the Constitution” have been made only as a part of the obiter of the judgment. Thus, as         

opposed to if it had been the ratio decidendi and it has no legal precedent value.  

Individual women professing different religious faiths have moved the highest courts (with  

little or minute success) of the land for redressing gender inequities inherent in personal laws 

on the assertion that they are in contravention of the right to equality. In the case of Madhu 

Kishwar v. State of Bihar and Mary Roy v. State of Kerela wherein the petitioner challenged 

the existing inequity in favor of the son in the Travancore Christian Succession Act for and 

Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum, which discussed the question of the maintenance of 

women under Muslim law, acquires enormous significance in this regard. All these cases apart 

from being momentous decisions with respect to minority communities, share a common 

thread of the judiciary failing to invoke the doctrine of equality for delivering gender justice in 

favor of the weaker section that being women. The aforesaid statement begs the question if 

whether the court would adopt a different approach if it was a question of law concerning the 

majority Hindu community.  

Gita Hariharan v. Reserve Bank of India, wherein the issue of a natural guardian was            

deliberated upon a petition filed on the grounds of the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 

being in violation of Art.14 and Art.15 of the Constitution as it discriminated against the  

mother by stating that father is the first natural guardian of a child. The judges in this case     

deviated from the issue itself by failing to strike down the law as being ultra vires of the     

Constitution.  

Another major stumbling block that is often also the judiciary’s own making, is the trend of 

passing on the responsibility of progressive action by the Judiciary to the Legislature 

(predominantly influenced by Members of Parliament that have ingrained conceptions about 

workings of society and which in a significant number of cases are atrociously patriarchal). 

The basis of the rationale is that the judiciary has no business in interfering in the matters of 

the policy of the state. Also employed by the courts in Madhu Kishwar wherein the petitioner 

challenged a specific statute called the Chotanagpur Tenancy Act 1908 because it fails the test 

of constitutionality as it only allows for patrilineal succession of property. Therefore, being in 

violation of Article 14 and Article 15 of the Constitution. The court in this case held that such 
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matters form a crux of state policy and is beyond the competence given to the judiciary.    

Moreover, in an exemplification of shocking social mindset the judges said that they were   

concerned that the invalidation of existing law “would bring about a chaos in the existing state 

of law”. 

This rationale misses the whole point altogether that if existing law is rooted in inequality,   

necessarily shifting the law to be elementally equal will be in fact, unsettling. However, the   

unsettling factor itself becomes evidence of the existing insidious inequality rather than being 

under the assumption that no equality exists. In a similar decision of Ahmedabad Women     

Action Group v. Union of India where the petitioner had challenged the constitutionality of 

Muslim personal law on similar grounds of it being discriminatory in nature, what the court 

seemed to imply is that the regulation of culture is a matter of policy and the job of the court is 

not to direct policy making as per the doctrine of separation of powers.  

 

Application of Maneka Gandhi V. Union of India 

An important ratio put forth by the judges in the case of Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India that 

every single individual fundamental right did not exist in a vacuum and all the rights under 

Part III of the Indian Constitution must be seen in a holistic manner. In that what it means is 

that it makes it possible for the right to conserve culture to be weighed against Article 14 and 

15 which in turn has an enabling effect of women being viewed as being individuals and      

distinct from culture. As also applied albeit hesitantly by the judges in the case of Danial Latifi 

v. Union of India, the court while dealing with the constitutional validity of the Muslim     

Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act made it explicitly clear that personal laws are to 

be read in conjunction with Articles 14 and 21. The overwhelming conclusive problem with 

judicial decisions like those stated above is that though there have been exceptions, which have 

initiated public discussions for the Supreme Court essentially meant to redress wrongs and    

deliver justice stopping short of doing the same.  

Furthermore, it becomes a well-settled matter that it is attitudes towards gender and not       

religion/tradition/customs that influence public policy. The Supreme Court by not applying the 

test of constitutionality on the impugned legislations has continually lost the opportunity to lay 

down a clear jurisprudence of law within which the equity for women can be achieved. What it 

ended up doing is that it made the demand for equality of women play second fiddle to religion 
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which had the far-reaching implication of human rights and secularism being a casualty 

through the courts doing/undoing.  

 

Conclusion 

The main case that this paper had attempted to put forth is that when sex becomes the standard 

for treatment and the premise of law, the personal element is rendered invalid. To call law that 

uses sex as the premise of its validity “personal” is like saying that a particular group in          

re: women within society whose status is innately and critically constructed in the realm of the 

personal, have no legal rights.  

Furthermore, a solution for the realization of legal equality for the subaltern within already 

subordinated communities not only confronts equality laws but also presents ideal and           

opportune moment for the promotion of a broad – spectrum wide equality. The exemption     

accorded to laws from the test of constitutionality or international conventions upon being 

compartmentalized, as being personal, when in fact they are public essentially becomes a tool 

for the institutionalization of the dominance of men to the relative detriment/subordination of 

women by law. 

The underlying narrative, which is concealed under the garb of religion, is when the laws that 

are deemed to be personal are put forth for public discourse and discussion only from the     

perspective of cultural heterogeneity. The principle of substantive equality is the framework 

that is called upon for disentangling the dominance of the male from the survival of culture, for 

both cultures and women to flourish independently of each other.  
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“The accumulation of objective conditions for an explosion was more than predictable; it was 

plain to see. But no one could confidently wager that a confluence of subjective conditions 

would make it possible for uprisings… to topple dictators who had been ensconced in power 

for decades, thereby transforming each ‘revolt’ into a ‘revolution’ or rather, into a protracted 

revolutionary process.” (Achcar, 2013, p. 120).  

That the Arab uprisings were inevitable has been underscored by numerous scholars in the 

field, Gilbert Achcar being one of them. However, what has continued to be disputed is why 

these uprisings followed different trajectories and have culminated in different results for      

different nations in the MENA (Middle East and North African) region. Some have been     

successful in transitioning to democratic states, whereas others have dissolved into civil wars. 

This has been determined by differing conditions existing in individual states.  

This paper argues that the differential trajectories followed by nations in the MENA region 

have depended on a variety of factors, including the extent to which the working class          

participated in the movement, the degree of patrimonialism in the state, the nature of state    

repression against protest movements, the role of social media and international geopolitical 

factors. Ultimately, what can be said is that there has been no singular fate of the Arab          

uprisings. Rather, the specificities of each nation have produced different results. This           

argument will be supported by three main examples- that of Tunisia, Egypt and Syria.  

The Role of Working Class Mobilisation 

Jamie Allinson (2015) echoes the sentiments of Rueschmeyer et. al1 in emphasising the         

importance of organised labour to the success of a struggle for basic civil rights and a           

democratically elected government. He claims that the variation in the nature of uprisings in 

the Arab world are dependent on the degree of worker mobilisation and the extent to which 

they participated in the revolution. The general hypothesis with regards to this factor is that the 

more integrated the working class is with the uprising, the greater the possibility of a state    

transitioning peacefully to a democratic one1. Hence, Allinson argues that in Tunisia, greater 

worker mobilisation played a large role in its more peaceful transition to a democratic state; 

whereas the lack of organised worker action in Syria was one of the reasons it descended into 

civil war.  

In Tunisia, the only labour union was the UGTT (Tunisian General Labour Union), and its 

leadership was co-opted under Ben Ali and remained under his control until the regime         
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dissolved (Achcar, 2013, p. 123). Despite governmental control, the UGTT was in the         

foreground of the social protest movement. Achcar also notes that the UGTT was instrumental 

in mobilising students, unemployed youth and other individuals who fall under the informal 

sector (p. 124). This perhaps can be touted as one of their biggest achievements of the union 

because it was able to build a larger, mass base to the movement through such measures.  

The strength of the UGTT also allowed for the masses to assert their right to a democratically 

elected government. Hence, the initial transitional government formed in the wake of the     

Tunisian uprising was rejected by the people, and it was only in October 2011, when a new 

President and government was elected (thereby eliminating all members of Ben Ali’s regime) 

did the first stage of this revolution subside (Achcar, 2013, p. 147). This stands in opposition to 

Egypt where members of the National Democratic Party re-emerged in the wake of revolt in 

another guise (Allinson, 2015).  

Three decades of infitah brought about during Nasser’s rule had led to greater unemployment 

and poverty in Egypt. Consequently, a decline in working conditions in the 1990s led to large 

scale protests from 2004 to 2010, despite the state control of the ETUF. (Achcar, 2013, p.    

125-126). In the same vein, Achcar notes how this form of labour mobilisation emboldened 

other sectors to join the struggle. Thus, the eruption in 2011 and its trajectory in Egypt is    

conditioned by pre-existing labour frustrations that had already mobilised people in a certain 

revolutionary direction, giving the 2011 uprising a larger base, and thereby influencing its    

trajectory. Where Egypt differs from Tunisia is in the failure of the “passing over of worker’s 

struggles into a general challenge to the state” (Allinson, 2015). The movement remained 

caught between the Muslim Brotherhood and the state, preventing a radical transformation of 

the state itself. Additionally, Allinson also notes that of resources and money coming into 

Egypt from external sources, it flowed straight into the hands of the military and the Muslim 

Brotherhood, and not the labour movement. This played a significant role in hampering the 

strength of labour struggles. 

In Syria, Allinson (2015) notes that the bourgeoisie and the ruling family coincided to a large 

extent. In this scenario, working class movements were crushed as soon as they emerged, since 

the bourgeoisie also had the backing of the military and state apparatus. The lack of a national 

union like in Tunisia led to multiple small groups cropping up which were unable to present a 
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united front. The Syrian case is also perhaps better explained by the patrimonial nature of the 

state, international politics and the degree of repression experienced.  

Patrimonialism in the Middle East and its Consequences on State Responses to the      

Uprisings 

Patrimonial regimes are typically characterised by members of the same family holding        

positions of power in the state apparatus and the economic sphere as well. Achcar (2013, p. 

146) quotes C. Wright Mills’ idea of the “triangle of power” to illustrate control of the military, 

political institutions and capitalist class by the same ruling family.  

One can look to the work of Stepan and Linz (2013) to study the consequences of such an     

incestuous relationship. They argue that in a patrimonial regime, the degree of interdependence 

between the individuals holding positions of power (by them being part of the same family) 

precludes the possibility of there being soft-liners in the regime that will negotiate with        

soft-liners in the opposition to reach a compromise. This suggests that the transition induced 

by protests will necessarily be a violent one. The Syrian case exemplifies this point. Achcar 

points out the extent to which the Syrian ruling family controlled all authority in the nation, 

starting with Hafez al-Assad2 (Achcar, 2013, p. 172-176). He asserts that such a state is closer 

to the ancien regime of Europe, wherein the armed forces are also shaped as the private guard 

of the family.  

Hinnebusch (2015) extends this line of thought with an empirical account of the way in which 

Syrian security forces and elites supported the president in lieu of patrimonialism. In contrast, 

he asserts that the relative autonomy of state and bureaucratic apparatus in Tunisia and Egypt 

allowed for the ruling family to be overthrown to maintain the state apparatus. Continuing with 

Stepan and Linz’ (2013) argument about patrimonial states, he asserts that what is important is 

the “balance between personal authority and bureaucratic capability.” In saying this, he further 

hypothesises that in the case of Tunisia and Egypt, state apparatuses were well developed, and 

relatively autonomous, i.e. bureaucratic capacity was high relative to patrimonial authority. 

Therefore, the people and military are not particularly loyal to the leader although ability to 

maintain the state establishment is high. Hence these states transition in a manner that state   

institutions are maintained, but the ruling family is overthrown. 
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The Relationship of Repression to Democratic Transitions in the Middle East 

Lipset has argued that in regions worker movements faced strong repression, they tended to 

resort to revolutionary means to achieve their rights. (Lipset, 1983). In the Middle East, this 

theory can be modified to fit a conceptual framework to understand how different regimes    

responded to the uprisings and the way that impacted transitions.  

In Egypt, Gerges (2014, p. 16-17) documents the repressive measures adopted by Mubarak’s 

regime to suppress the uprising, including means directed towards weakening the strength of 

the Muslim Brotherhood. Tortures, rape of opposition figures and beating of civilians was    

regularly practiced. This, he claims, played a role in dissuading many Egyptians from joining 

protest movements prior to 2011. In January of 2011, security personnel assumed that this    

protest, like others, would eventually fail, and Gerges cites this as one of the reasons why the 

movement had greater success.  

As has been the case thus far, the situation in Syria produces a different image. Achcar (2013, 

p. 178-179) puts forth a theory of repression to explain why the Syrian uprising was delayed as 

compared to others. Citing the massacre perpetrated by Hafez al-Assad in 1982, Achcar places 

the number of people killed at a maximum of 40,000 in three weeks. This degree of repression 

was unheard of even in a repressive region like MENA. When protest did emerge in 2011, it 

was emboldened by success in Tunisia and Egypt, but remained cautious. Moreover, the Syrian 

uprising was also characterised by furtive demonstrations in its nascent stages, mostly at night 

because of the extent to which larger protests were repressed.  

This lends itself to the hypothesis that a certain degree of repression facilitates organisation 

amongst people, like in the case of Egypt. That build-up of resentment combined with the    

underestimation of radicalism in the population, by the state proved to be conducive to a strong 

movement that challenged the ruling government. In Syria, the extent of repression both in the 

events leading up to the uprising and repression against the uprising itself was so harsh, that it 

was partly successful in crushing civilian opposition.  

Looking back at the Syrian uprising, Achcar (2016, p. 13) points out that the “systematic, 

bloody repression” that Assad unleashed on the civilian population was instrumental in       

propelling Syria on the path to a civil war. Furthermore, he notes that the later the uprising   

began, the greater the repression; and the patrimonial character of certain regimes like Syria 
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and Libya no doubt was instrumental in influencing the greater degree of repression civilians 

in these regions faced (p. 12).  

International Geopolitical Factors 

The extent to which international actors were influential in altering the trajectory of the        

uprisings depended on the nature of their relationship with each nation, and their vested        

interests. The role of the western world, in particular the United States cannot be understated in 

this regard.  

Rueschmeyer et. al. (1992, p. 72) observe that economic dependency tends to hinder the       

development of democracy because foreign powers now have control over internal workings of 

a state and are at a position to increase the power of the military operating in that region.      

Allinson (2015) develops this thesis to analyse the influence of geopolitical constellations on 

the fate of the Arab uprisings. Tunisia was in a more or less unidirectional relationship with 

France, and therefore the USA. Allinson claims that the repressive Tunisian regime was      

considered to be an “important ally in the ‘war on terror’” and placed Tunisia as the “lynchpin 

of trans-Mediterranean trade agreements.” What is crucial to note here is that foreign powers 

had singular, convergent interests in Tunisia. This ensured that these powers did not have    

conflicting vested interests in the region, which would hamper democratic processes. Instead, 

it provided the space for popular local initiatives to prevail. 

Egypt however, had different bodies interfering in its functioning, with the US sponsoring the 

government, and changing its loyalties in the name of stability to endorse the Muslim       

Brotherhood. Qatar also funded the Brotherhood, whereas the Saudis threw their weight behind 

Salafi groups and the military (Allinson, 2015). Hence, different actors were supported        

ideologically and financially, which in part explains the ability of the Brotherhood to rise to 

power and also the military overthrow of Mubarak’s regime.  

Lastly, Achcar has written extensively about what can only be called a mess of vested political 

interests in Syria. The Russians have supported Assad and the military by providing financial 

aid and weapons. America’s official position has been to refrain from intervention in the    

Middle East following the Iraq War, supported by the fear of weapons being used for terrorist 

activities. However, this was a policy of non-intervention only to the extent that direct support 

was not given. The US also prevented its regional allies from providing any aid to                

revolutionary civilian groups in Syria. Achcar also asserts that the evidence is mounting to  
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suggest that the US has refrained from support to any of the factions in Syria because they   

cannot guarantee their loyalty to Western interest (Achcar, 2016, p. 18-21).  

Therefore, despite there being a need for external support to civilian groups in the face of a  

formidable Russian backed-Assad, the US has failed to respond appropriately. Achcar (p. 31) 

locates the escalation of the Syrian conflict in the multiple factions that have arisen in the     

region: the ruling regime supported by Russia and “Lebanese and Shi’ite fundamentalist    

proxies of Iran”, the increasing number of fundamentalist, anti- Assad Sunni forces and the 

lack of support by the US to civilian groups in the initial stages of the civil war.  

Conclusion 

It is apparent that a multitude of subjective conditions gave rise to different manifestations of 

conflict in the Middle East, and the existing state conditions and state responses have in turn, 

shaped transitions. Developmental blockages, poverty and inequality, all contrasted with the 

opulence of the ruling class ensured that an uprising was imminent; but the forms that it would 

take cannot be explained by recourse to theoretical approaches that framed discourses around 

European democratisation or Eastern Europe and Latin American transitions in the 1970s and 

80s. This is because of specific factors, some of which have been highlighted above, that      

created a unique cocktail of underdevelopment, patrimonialism, repression and labour          

organisation. The uprisings and conflict in the MENA region are far from over; unless decisive 

leadership emerges from the opposition, united and strong enough to win over military forces 

and topple despots, Achcar remains doubtful, but hopeful, of a democratic transition in the   

region. 
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End Notes 

1. Rueschmeyer et. al.’s (1992, p. 7) argument is not that capitalism is conducive to               

democracy, but rather that capitalist development is responsible for leading to working class 

mobilisation by empowering them, the working class being the most pro-democratic group. 

Simultaneously, it also weakens the control of large landowners. Throughout the Middle East, 

capitalist development had accelerated especially in the 1970s and 80s through Nasser’s        

liberalisation and Assad’s neoliberal reforms, and these moves had largely benefitted the ruling 

family and bourgeoisie. The discontent brought about by widening inequality and poverty 

through capitalism was instrumental in worker mobilisation. 

2. Achcar (2013, p. 175-176) explains how families associated with the regime came to      

dominate the market and private sector, in addition to their control over public economic      

assets. He lays bare the activities of the richest man in Syria, Rami Makhlouf and his          

connections with the ruling family, being the son of Muhammad Makhlouf, who was the   

brother of Hafez al-Assad’s wife. Rami Makhlouf owns and controls companies in almost all 

sectors in Syria, including banking, insurance, oil, media etc. He also is a shareholder in        

Al-Sham, a company that dominates 60% of economic activity in Syria, according to Achcar.  
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A number of articles emerged soon after the demonetization of 1000 and 500-rupee notes 

claiming that stone pelting and protests in Kashmir came to a halt thanks to demonetization. 

This line of thought received a fillip when Defense Minister Manohar Parrikar also made this 

claim, as did Minister of State Kiren Rijiju. This went on to become an oft-repeated line of 

thought by BJP politicians. The argument in these articles and speeches was that this is not an 

indigenous revolution of the people, but a Pakistan-funded agenda or 'proxy war'. I believe that 

this is factually inaccurate to begin with, but even if we conceded it to be true, it points to an 

erosion of the moral authority of India in Kashmir.  

 

To begin with, there were a number of incidents of stone pelting and petrol bombs even over 

this period. A few non-mainstream news sites published fact checks in the wake of these 

claims. Clearly, the claim that the valley was peaceful post-demonetization could be made     

only due to the non-reporting of these incidents in mainstream Indian media. Admittedly, the 

intensity of the violence and protests was slightly lower than a few weeks prior. However, this 

has to be put down to the fact that the shutdown, which began with the killing of Burhan Wani 

on July 8, had now gone past 130 days. The intensity of the protests had been flagging even 

prior to demonetization because the people were tired. The fact that there was a 2-day long    

relaxation in the strike over the previous weekend shows that the people need a break. This 

was in contrast to at best half-day relaxations. Coupled with the fact that winter arrived that 

week and temperatures dipped below 0°C in several parts, meant people chose to stay indoors. 

Another fortuitous circumstance for India was that the start of school exams coincided with the 

announcement of demonetization. A study by a Ph.D. scholar at Kashmir University showed 

that a large proportion of stone pelters are school going students. A number of articles written 

more recently also testify to the same. These exams have seen a turnout of over 94%.           

Acknowledging this link between exams and the slight decline in protests, Farooq Abdullah 

said that he expected the protests to intensify as soon as exams ended. This said, it is essential 

to reiterate that protests and stone pelting have occurred even over the fortnight since            

demonetization. The resumption of protests this week, with the decline of winter merely adds 

more strength to this argument, though it could probably be countered by saying that currency 

is also in greater circulation now. 
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But even if we were to concede that demonetization was a 'critical strike' against the protests, 

and the protests are funded, it still augurs poorly for India. I don't believe this to be true, as the 

study cited above showed that a mere 11% of stone pelters had been paid. It is inconceivable 

that people armed with stones would take on armed forces with a poor human rights record for 

a few hundred rupees. But even if majority stone pelters are paid, this means people are willing 

to take up stones against their State and attack their own soldiers, for money. It’s inconceivable 

to think of such large numbers taking up arms against the State elsewhere merely for a few 

hundred rupees. This argument is strengthened by the fact that these protesters and stone    

pelters are from decent economic and educational backgrounds and cannot be painted as     

desperate or ignorant.  The willingness of people to turn violent against the state for money 

would point to a complete loss of moral authority. The source of this money makes this         

argument even more compelling. The funding allegedly comes from Pakistan through the 

Hurriyat. If people are willing to do this for either a ‘Pakistani agenda’ or the separatist       

leadership, India needs to introspect about who holds moral, or at least sentimental, sway in 

Kashmir.   

 

While I was interning there in October, a child who used to cycle in the street in from of my 

room would sing in Kashmiri as he pedaled. I couldn't follow most of it because he sang in 

Kashmiri, but every 20 seconds, the end of the line would be punctuated with 'azadi!'. When I 

narrated this story to a colleague, she told me of her 3-year-old niece who tosses pebbles at 

CRPF personnel, much to their amusement. The youth in Kashmir is becoming politically 

aware at an extremely young age and is expressing its dissatisfaction through stones and     

protests. Delegitimizing their efforts might help the BJP in Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, but it is 

certainly going to further alienate an already disillusioned generation. I doubt anyone can 

claim these toddlers have been paid. It's high time the Indian government acknowledges that 

there is an issue that needs to be addressed, instead of attempting to bury it in meaningless 

rhetoric.  
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Abstract 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, a postcolonial critic and a scholar of comparative literature, in her 

ground-breaking essay- ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’ (1988) concluded that “(t)he subaltern as 

female can't be heard or read.” The term “Subaltern” was first used by Antonio Gramsci in 

Prison Notebooks for ‘proletariat’ as an interchangeable term since it was used under censor 

(Morton 2003). Later work by scholars like Spivak and the Subaltern Studies Collective has 

loaded the term in ways that transcend the idea of economically exploited proletariat to what 

Ranajit Guha refers to as a term which is used in a South Asian context with the “general      

attribute of subordination….expressed in terms of class, caste, age, gender and office or in any 

other way” (ibid.). 

In 21st century India where publishing houses that appropriate symbols of subalternity and 

claim to speak for the subaltern are on a rise, coupled with the rise in social media activism 

around questions of gender and caste, Spivak’s claim must be revisited. This paper seeks to 

study the bodily and literary forms of protest taken up by the gendered and casted subaltern in 

this postcolonial and globalizing setup and attempts to analyze the systematic impediments that 

lie in the way of our ability to hear or read the subaltern. More channels of institutional         

validation exist for the gendered subaltern to register their protest against (than the ones     

available to Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri in 1926, a woman who waited for her menstruation in     

order to commit a suicide and thereby protested against the institution of reproductive           

heteronormativity (Spivak 1988)). Newer institutions have grown along with newer forms of re

-presentation (distortions) or worse, complete erasure of subaltern’s protests. The most        

contemporary example of this erasure being the directive issued by Madras High Court to re-

move the story of Nadar women who protested against the Nairs to cover their breasts from 

history textbooks. Other systemic impediments include an education system “fashioned within 

the framework of Brahminic Hinduism” (Omvedt 2011), new publishing houses surrounded 

with controversies regarding the legitimacy of their claims to represent the subaltern, and     

academic treatment (or ignorance) of Dalit women’s issues (Rege 2013). The paper concludes 

with the observation that we are far from making the claim that the subaltern can speak. For 

the subaltern is part of the very system against which it seeks its protest’s recognition, but by 

virtue of being subsumed in the system, the subaltern and its plethora of bodily and literary 

protests are susceptible to systemic ignorance and distortion. 

Keywords:Subaltern, Gender, Caste, Literature, & Protest. 
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Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri, a Bengali woman of sixteen or seventeen, waited for her menstruation 

in order to commit suicide in 1926 (Spivak 1988). Bhaduri, when found menstruating, created 

ambiguity around the causation of her bodily act and it was only after ten years of her death, 

that it was found that she belonged to a group that planned an armed struggle for India’s      

Independence. Unable to perform the group’s directions regarding what seems to be an        

assassination, she killed herself (Ibid.). 

Bhaduri, (now) clearly possessed the consciousness that her act of killing herself would be 

read as (rather reduced to) an illegitimate desire, given that the institution of “reproductive 

heteronormativity” is, as Spivak suggests, the “most overarching” one1. Bhaduri, by waiting 

for her menstruation, performed a bodily act that asserted agency against the general societal 

reading of a woman’s suicide as being a case of “illicit love” (Spivak 1988). 

The initial ambiguity regarding Bhaduri’s act and the multiple ways of interpreting the causes 

for her suicide legitimize Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s conclusion in her ground-breaking 

essay- ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’that, “(t)he subaltern as female can’t be heard or 

read” (ibid.). The subaltern (here Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri) and their acts of resistance,          

collective action, or mere existence are susceptible to either persistent distortion or ignorance. 

But a lot seems to have changed-systematically and sociologically-since Spivak asserted her 

claim in 1988. There are publishing houses committed ideologically to speaking for and      

representing the gendered and casted subaltern2. Social media “discourse” around questions of 

gender and caste is expanding, with rise in social media pages and journalistic platforms 

wholly committed to satire or critical appraisal of general issues through lenses of caste and 

gender3. Online bookstores are becoming the biggest booksellers in the world luring           

customers with heavy discounts on the very memoirs which will be analyzed in this paper4. 

So, can one claim that (the gendered and casted) subaltern can finally speak? 

This paper revisits Spivak’s claim in the most contemporary context. The paper is divided into 

two sections. The first one deals with a recently translated memoir titled-‘I Want to Destroy 

Myself’ by Malika Amar Shaikh (translated from Marathi by Jerry Pinto in 2016). This section 

analyses the memoir as an instance of textual subversionas the author breaks the silence 

around the issue of domestic violence, (that too in reference to a famous leader of Dalit      

Panthers Movement- Namdeo Dhasal) and questions the dominant narrative about the status 

of women. Here, the centrality attached to the protagonist’s body as a site of extreme violence 
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and resistance in the memoir is highlighted. Thereby suggesting that Bhaduri’s (or women’s) 

bodily acts as a means of protests against patriarchal societies doesn’t completely fade out in 

the 21stcentury. Rather, what is evident is a persistence of body as a preeminent site in     

women’s writings and protests. 

The second section, however, deals with the politicsof textual subversion. This section aims to 

unravel the systemic impediments that lie in our way of hearing or reading the subaltern.      

Literature of protest, like other literature, is published, distributed, accessed, read, taught, and 

examined in a social setup. Acknowledging that larger context in which literature of protest is 

situated, brings to the forefront institutions like academia, education system, publishing houses 

etcetera which often end up distorting or ignoring the resistance and existence of the subaltern. 

 

I 

Malika Amar Shaikh’s ‘Mala Uddhvasta Vhyaychay’published in Marathi in 1984, created a 

storm in Maharashtra. From domestic violence to venereal diseases, everything was presented 

in a raw fashion encompassing almost the entirety of Namdeo’s and Malika’s personal and po-

litical life. But as soon as “...the first print was over, the book vanished.”5 

The reasons to choose this book for a literary analysis in this paper were many. Firstly, it is 

an account by a woman who holds a consciousness that what she was subjected to within the 

four walls of domesticity, other women were also treated in a similar manner. No wonder she 

concludes the memoir by saying: 

“I hope this book will help at least one woman find her face, that it might help her find her 

way out of her circumscribed and stuffy world. For this woman’s sake, I am willing to bear 

whatever criticism patriarchal society heaps upon me.” (Shaikh 2016) 

Hence, there is stark intentionality in the memoir to offend the patriarchal and casteist society 

that she seeks to protest against. It is not an innocent attempt at recapitulating life as it were 

rather; it is an instance of textual subversion. 

Secondly, it breaks the myths regarding questions of Dalit Patriarchy. As Ruth Manorma 

points out, the Brahmanical oppressive practices against women weren’t particularly applied 

against women of lower castes. But in attempts to be identified with and approved by the    

upper caste Hindus, the lower castes ended up applying similar restrictive and regressive rules 
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upon ‘their’ women. Hence, in modern India, those Dalit women which constitute the 

“working force are thrice alienated and oppressed on the basis of their class, caste, and        

gender” (Manorma 2008). Thus, this memoir demystifies domestic violence across castes. 

The memoir is written in a raw fashion where almost all aspects of intimacy are shared with 

the readers. Instances of true love are recounted to contrast them with the violence that      

Malika was subjected to since the early days of marriage itself. A big contrast is highlighted 

in Malika’s life by referring to marriage with Namdeo Dhasal, as a watershed event. Even 

Manu believed that a mother (in opposition to a woman as sexual partner) was to be accorded 

greater respect than father, world teacher, and spiritual teacher combined. Childbirth made a 

married woman worthy of reverence (Lannoy 1974). 

Malika, on the other hand, subverted these beliefs by talking about the bodily pain that a  

mother goes through during childbirth and its sheer futility. She commented: 

 

“...I was only afraid that I might die. If this was supposed to be height of femininity, I have 

nothing to say; I only wanted to spit at it.” (Shaikh 2016: 109) 

And 

“This is where women come again and again? To undergo this death? This was where they 

ensured the posterity of their families? Where they first experienced the joy of 

motherhood? Where femininity reached its apogee? Yuck.” (Shaikh 2016: 112) 

 

Malika unravels the hyper visible and the invisible- the tyranny of motherhood6. She 

acknowledges that the desire to bear children isn’t located in a vacuum. The desire seeks   

validation of men and contests with their coercion. No wonder, she not only refused to accept 

euphemisms like ‘motherhood-apogee of femininity’ but also refused to go back to the      

hospital to bear another child (Shaikh 2016). 

Motherhood for Malika was tyrannical indeed, where her maternal side made her live with 

Namdeo even when she resolutely believed and openly acknowledged that leaving Namdeo 

was the only way out. “Arrey deva! Why had I accepted this maternal role? What curse was 
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this?” she would say to herself when Ashutosh, her son would look at her “with big eyes    

without sin and without guile” (Shaikh 2016: 122). 

While sustaining herself in this abusive relationship, Malika also performed bodily acts 

which were performed in order to assert her agency and autonomy. When Namdeo would    

refuse to use prophylactics, she would go ahead and eat raw papaya, growing in the garden 

next to her house. She would drink beer; eat raw papaya and cashews in order to terminate 

pregnancy. Though this way of aborting would damage her with ulcers and sore lips but she 

would refuse to carry Namdeo’s child (Shaikh 2016: 139-140). 

What is noteworthy is that bodily acts of resistance didn’t cease to exist with the demise of 

women of Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri’s era. That is, an era of relatively lower female literacy. 

What we observe now is not transcendence of bodiality and move towards textuality, where 

women write and resist. What we rather observe is a combination of bodiality with textuality

,whereby women’s bodies become preeminent sites of contestation, violence, resistance,   

agency, and autonomy, as represented in women’s writings. 

Malika introduces the memoir as an attempt to “peel away the skin of life” and serving it up 

to the readers (Shaikh 2016: 14). Hinting at the magnanimity of violence that she was        

subjected to and how that violence permeated to her skin and recounting it is in itself an act of 

violence committed against oneself. A summary of her entire life could be attempted by    

looking at the myriad ways in which she describes her body as it were at that stage of her life. 

During early childhood, leading a life of material deprivation, she describes her body as sick 

with typhoid, diphtheria, tonsillectomy, cold, and coughs (Shaikh 2016). Once her father,   

Amar Shaikh, the famous Marathi Shahir, ascended upon the ladder of fame and popularity, 

she remembers being not deprived of anything. A change is then highlighted when she had her 

first menstruation and she could feel her head was numb and there was a swirling in her blood. 

Her own body was new to her (ibid.). 

Even reference to romantic love finds a centrality attached to body- when she read Namdeo’s 

poetry she compared it to “some carnivorous animal....and its claws would reach out and score 

you body..” (Shaikh 2016: 62). For Malika, the flesh of one partner must    recognize the flesh 

of the other; this is what she calls the “dialogue between bodies”.  She also called it the basis 

of relationship that a husband and wife must share, even if the 36 qualities do not match 

(Shaikh 2016: 84). 
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Romantic love was followed by tyranny of childbirth, domestic violence, and intimate        

betrayal- the giving of venereal diseases. “(He) had given me the, a souvenir of his days with 

prostitutes”, she would scream through page number 127. 

From love to intimate betrayal, body continues to be the ground of connection between the  

author and the reader. Malika engages with the reader through not only instances of textual 

subversion; where she would oppose Dalit men; who quote scriptures that they otherwise     

oppose, to keep ‘their’ women in check; by questioning them fiercely: 

 

“In your speeches you deride Hindu mythology but, in your own home, you seek to victimize 

women by using the example of Sita?” (Shaikh 2016: 127) 

 

But she truly engages with the author by talking about the otherwise forbidden-the intimate 

and that too in a context where violence seems to have not existed. She brings to forefront the 

idea that Kalpana and Vasanth Kannabiran have analyzed theoretically in their work on caste, 

gender, and dynamics of power. The idea of modernity of caste, and sanskritization; whereby 

Dalit men do not only borrow the rituals of upper caste men but also methods of exercising 

(patriarchal) power (Kannabiran & Kannabiran 1991). 

Finally, Malika Amar Shaikh truly subverts the dominant norms of womanhood and          

femininity by (re)fashioning texts like Ramayana (which have been criticized by 

Ambedkarites and Feminists alike) fused with a sense of autonomy and self worth. This is 

most apparent when she fails to remember the ragas while giving her music examination and 

she says (what Sita also said in a different context): 

“I couldn’t raise my eyes. My blood was poison in my veins. I wanted Mother Earth to 

open up and take me back into her womb. I wanted to die right there.” (Shaikh 2016: 134) 

 

II 

While textual subversion by the gendered and casted subaltern has a rich past, reaching new 

epochs in 1980s (Omvedt 2011). It is crucial to look at the sources, through which one         

accesses literature (of protest) in 21stcentury. How is that the literature circulated in the        
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system? How is it published? Who publishes it? How many can access this literature? How 

are social media platforms engaging with caste and gender? These questions are myriad ways 

of revisiting Spivak’s claim in contemporary times. 

 

Education System 

Madras High Court issued a directive in December 2016 ordering CBSE to removing 

“objectionable content”7 from history textbooks. Which was followed by CBSE’s decision to 

remove the section titled, ‘Caste, Conflict, and Dress Change’ from grade IX textbook. This 

section elucidated the struggle of Nadar women to claim the right of covering their breasts 

without paying mulakkaram or ‘breast tax’ to the upper caste Nairs. This instance of a       

complete erasure of the subaltern’s struggle makes us see the validity in the claim made by 

Gail Omvedt that:- “...education in independent India has been limited, focused on rote 

memory only, and fashioned within the framework of the successfully constructed Brahminic 

Hinduism”. Where rote learning coincides with rote learning texts of Vedic times (and now 

what the State wants) and absence of critical thinking amongst the students produced by this 

education system. 

Hence, an education system where whole sections of subaltern struggles are removed and 

attempts are made to meddle with history; one must question even the syllabi construction 

where these chapters, if not removed, might not be included in the assessment or                

examination only. And given that the system is characterized as one based on rote learning, 

even “objectionable” sections present in the book could be easily avoided during examina-

tions. 

 

Academia 

Sharmila Rege, a feminist sociologist, assesses the blind spot in Indian higher education     

system with reference to Ambedkar. The apparent invisibility of Ambedkar, his feminist       

credentials, his personal life, and political work in the texts taught at the higher education level 

is what Rege calls-“manufactured ignorance”. Rege doesn’t hesitate in holding the Non-Dalit 

Feminists accountable for this denial of Ambedkar’s feminist credentials. She blames the     

Non-Dalit Feminists in particular and Indian academia in general for being only interested in 
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the colonial middle classes (to which Gandhi, Nehru, Patel belonged) and how this Indian  

middle classes fashioned a reproduced modernity whereby old traditions were reproduced 

“stitching Manu and Mill together”( a profound example of the same would be, as Rege      

suggests, the varnashrama dharma becoming “division of labor). The framework of analysis 

that Non Dalit Feminists use is complicit in this casteist framework which ignored the       

counter-publics that is Ambedkar and his followers, who fashioned a modernity which was 

emancipatory in nature not only anti-caste and anti-caste oppression but to gender injustice as 

well. For Rege, Ambedkarite and Dalit Feminists have kept alive the stories of personal life of 

Ambedkar (which was the lived experience that informed his political action), and one must 

listen to these counter-publics in order to reclaim the relation between Streemukti (women’s 

liberation) and Ambedkar (anti-caste struggle) (Rege 2013). 

 

Publishing Houses 

India has seen a rise of publishing houses that appropriate symbols of subalternity and claim to 

speak for the subaltern. Two publishing houses need a special mention here: Zubaan and  

Navayana. While the former was a result of split in India’s first feminist publishing house-Kali 

for women8, the latter was founded in 2003 as India’s first and the only publishing house that 

“focuses on the issue of caste from an anti caste-perspective.”9 

While Zubaan has been expanding its genre base by including accounts of women from 

Kashmir to one of its bestselling books-‘A Life Less Ordinary’ by Baby Halder (an             

autobiography by Halder, who is a domestic worker)10. Navayana, on the other hand, has 

been surrounded by many controversies and questions11. Questions made by the very Dalit 

Bahujans that it seeks to represent. Navayana published one of B.R. Ambedkar’s most 

revered text-‘Annihilation of Caste’(AoC) with an introduction titled ‘The Doctor and the 

Saint’ written by author Arundhati Roy. Dalit intellectuals especially using an online platform

- ‘Round Table India:For an Informed Ambedkar Age’12 questioned what they termed as 

“Navayana-Roy Project”. Questions revolved around the appropriateness of an Upper Caste 

introducing a text written by Ambedkar, the importance of bringing up Gandhi in an            

introduction to AoC, absence of information regarding local and regional translations of AoC, 

asymmetry in media attention given to Ambedkarites who have celebrated the text for so 

many years etcetera. All these questions coupled with criticisms of Indian academia as   
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Brahmanical could be found on Round Table India’s website. While the criticisms have 

sharpened against Navayana’s work, newer views and problems of modernity of caste are  

articulated on Round Table every single day. Rege called Ambedkarite events “heterotopias”, 

and Round Table becomes an instance of a virtual heterotopiawhere Subaltern attempts to 

represents itself (Rege 2013)13. 

While, newer modes of institutional validation and representation exist today, newer modes of 

distortions and mechanisms of ignorance have developed alongside. Malika Amar Shaikh 

pointed this out when she went to register a complaint against Namdeo Dhasal where the      

police instead of helping Malika ended up asking her unneeded questions. “How could this 

filthy impotent system ensure justice for me?” she exclaimed (Shaikh 2016: 167). What is    

evident here is a stark complicity of the State (which claims to be democratic and secular with 

welfarist pretensions) and its many institutions like the police or panchayats in constituting a 

form of modernity which oprationalizes political/administrative action in molds of pre-given 

social hierarchies(like gender, caste or both). Similar treatment by social media platforms like 

YouTube is evident, in the most contemporary times, as the channel ‘Dalit Camera: Through 

Untouchable Eyes’ was removed without notice or explanation14. On one hand, where 

YouTube seems to be connecting cultures across the world, journalism through lens of caste 

which questions the normative was made to face the very ‘community standards’ that it sought 

to protest against. 

 

To conclude, in an age of globalization where fast modes of exchange of information exist 

claiming to be an emancipatory and equal platform, what one bears witness to is a rise in 

channels of institutional validation to the subaltern's protest. But even today, we are far from 

making the claim that the subaltern can speak. For the subaltern is part of the very system 

against which it seeks its protest’s recognition. By virtue of being subsumed in the system, the 

subaltern and its plethora of bodily and literary protests are susceptible to systemic ignorance 

and distortion. For the subalternspeaks through conventional and unconventional means-it is 

their speech which may not reach in its full authenticity to the sovereign. 
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1. See: Spivak’s Lecture-‘Trajectory of Subaltern in My Work’ delivered at the University 

of California. Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZHH4ALRFHw 

2.
 See: Zubaan, Navayana, Women’s unlimited etcetera.  

3.
 See: http://roundtableindia.co.in/  

4.
 See: https://qz.com/439321/amazon-may-be-the-worlds-favourite-bookstore-followed-by

-flipkart/  

5.
  Jerry Pinto in his introduction as a translator remarks the same; hinting at the difficulty 

involved in finding the Marathi text which was published in 1984. 

6.
 “Tyranny of Motherhood” as a concept is used as it was introduced by Marxist Feminist 

researchers- Michele Barrett and Mary McIntosh in their work ‘The Anti Social Family’. 

Barrett and McIntosh believed that it was the post childbirth childrearing which was truly 

alienating and destructive for women unlike Shulamith Firestone who believed that it 

was “Tyranny of Childbirth” which was more exploitative. What we see here, is that 

Shaikh’s criticizes both the forms of oppression-biological and sociological. 

7. See: https://thewire.in/89403/cbse-removed-history-womens-caste-struggle/ 

8. See: http://zubaanbooks.com/about-zubaan/the-history-of-zubaan/ 

9. See: http://navayana.org/about/  

10. See: http://zubaanbooks.com/bookauthor/baby-halder/  

11. See:http://www.roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?

option=com_content&view=article&id=7776:roy-navayana-project-the-critique-so-

far&catid=119:feature&Itemid=132 For a collection of articles by Dalit academics 

against the Arundhati Roy and Navayana. 

12. See:http://roundtableindia.co.in/

index.phpoption=com_content&view=article&id=7283:an-open-letter-to-ms-arundhati 

roy&catid=119&Itemid=132  

13. Sharmila Rege uses this term (introduced by Foucault) to explain the geography of 

Ambedkarite calendar events where in praxis for some amount of time the norms of heg-

emonic caste aren’t followed.  

http://www.roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7776:roy-navayana-project-the-critique-so-far&catid=119:feature&Itemid=132
http://roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7283:an-open-letter-to-ms-arundhati-roy&catid=119&Itemid=132
http://roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7283:an-open-letter-to-ms-arundhati-roy&catid=119&Itemid=132
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Sreshtha Sen 

Untitled 
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It is a sickness to believe 

 

the violence of words hurled 

against sharp skin, sharper sighs. 

 

This body—bones in a satchel of skin 

is constantly threatening 

to crumble: 

 

at 13, amidst pickling air of locker rooms, 

fist against throat against hardwood floor 

Knew it. Knew she was a fucking lesbo. 

 

Now, when it betrays 

another, steals stories to suffer 

equally (or at least pretend to): 

I am writing a research paper on us you 

in a language you vowed to never learn. 

 

looks across the table to label 

the same sadness stuffed into a different mouth 

Competition. 
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Sreshtha, when did you start to wake 

afraid of yourself? 

 

And there is not one soul who hasn’t fallen 

sick, been taught to slaughter 

our selves, to turn 

on our own reflection even as it begins 

to define us. 

 

For who hasn’t wanted to run. Ask yourself. 

What bodies have you burned to keep yourself warm? 

What theory helped keep the Other away? 

What lies, lips bloody with slurs, 

were chanted to make us 

more equal than less. 

 

Sreshtha, 

someday, skin will just be skin, 

and this body will learn to swim 

against rocks and threats alike. 

But some days, you will not all survive. 

Give yourself 

permission to be eaten alive. 
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